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Introduction

“With MyWritingLab, 

students acquire—

and retain— 

skills that serve as  

a foundation for  

effective writing 

and success in 

future courses.”

—Instructor David Webster,  
Marion Technical College

What are Pearson English MyLab products?
From college readiness programs to developmental courses and up through composi-
tion, literature, and technical communication courses, Pearson remains the leader in digi-
tal innovation and your partner in the classroom.

Support from a trusted partner
More than 8 million students are now using MyLab products from Pearson to 
achieve success in higher education. Our MyLab products can be implemented in 
any environment, including lab-based, hybrid, distance learning, and traditional. 
Integrated usage has shown measurable gains in student retention, subsequent suc-
cess, and overall achievement. MyLab products flex to the unique learning needs of  
each student and can be easily customized to your specific course goals. The result? 
Inspired students, higher success rates, and better retention.

By your side, each step of  the way
Over a decade of  experience—building the MyLab platform, and working with edu-
cators and students—helps us understand the challenges you face when teaching 
with technology. We know there are never enough hours in the semester, and that 
you need to get up and running fast with a new program. That’s why we make our-

English MyLab products: proven results
Developed and refined over a decade with the involvement of  thousands 
of  educators, our MyLab products deliver proven results in helping indi-
vidual students succeed. Their personalized study plans, powerful assess-
ment tools, engaging multimedia resources, and copious activities enrich 
students’ learning and improve course outcomes.

“Our goal with MySkillsLab is to minimize the time our students spend in 
lower-level basic skills courses and help students move swiftly to transfer-
level courses.”

—Professor Gavin Brown, San Diego City College

“The ultimate goals of  my course are for students to develop their critical 
thinking skills and to write at the top of  their abilities. MyCompLab has 
more than proven its worth in advancing those goals.”

—Professor Elizabeth Huergo, Montgomery College
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“  We’ve tracked 

results over the 

last several years. 

Students who used 

MyReadingLab or 

MyWritingLab are 

far more  

successful in 

Comp 101 than  

students who don’t 

use MyLabs.”
—Professor Janice Filer,  

Shelton State Community College 

selves available to assist with each part of  your MyLab course—from getting started, 
to training and implementation, to ongoing support.

Hands-on assistance from experienced faculty
The Faculty Advisor Program is a peer-to-peer mentoring program that partners 
experienced users of  MyLab products with new and potential users to help them 
successfully integrate the products into their courses—and further enhance their 
skills using the technology. Our Faculty Advisors are committed to providing 
strong support for online learning and sharing their best practices with the MyLab 
community.

To learn more, please visit us at www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs or contact 
your Pearson representative at www.pearsonhighered.com/replocator.

“We began using MyWritingLab in the English department. Gradually 
we’ve evolved to a more holistic approach, partnering with faculty in 
departments across the university from Music to Business, Chemistry to 
Social Work. We’ve trained 27% of  CSUB faculty to use MyWritingLab 
and have experienced outstanding success in writing across the curriculum. 
The student success alone is remarkable but we are also realizing signifi-
cant cost savings for the university at the same time that we are accom-
modating more students—all as a direct result of  our using 
MyWritingLab.”

—Randi Brummett and Brooke Hughes, California State University, Bakersf ield
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What Pearson means by the terms “efficacy” and “effectiveness.”
•���“Efficacy”�describes�whether�a�product�or�intervention�has�a�positive�effect�on�learning,�such�as�reducing�wrong�

answers,�increasing�retention�rates,�or�raising�final�exam�scores.

•���“Effectiveness”�measures�the�size�of �the�educational�improvement�from�a�product�or�educational�intervention.�

Why Pearson is interested in efficacy studies.
To�deliver�the�best�educational�experience�for�students,�we�need�to�understand�how�Pearson’s�content�is�performing�
and�verify�learning�gains�associated�with�the�use�of�our�products.�Toward�that�goal,�we�actively�seek�out�educators�
who�wish�to�explore�educational�research�questions�and�investigate�the�efficacy�of�MyLab�/�Mastering�products.

Who is Pearson’s efficacy research team?
Our�research�team�includes�Ph.D.�level�statisticians�who�provide�practical�advice�about�tracking�and�analyzing�student�
data�when�redesigning�a�course�to�incorporate�technology.�Our�research�team�also�includes�experts�in�psychometrics,�
educational�statistics,�and�journal�publications.�These�individuals�support�instructors�who�want�to�run�an�efficacy�
study;�provide�our�editorial�staff�with�detailed�reports�on�the�quality�of�our�online�content;�and�advise�our�software�
engineers�of�new�methodologies�for�collecting�and�processing�student�learning�data�within�MyLab�/�Mastering.��

How Pearson and instructors work together.
Every�research�project�is�unique.�The�process�takes�time—generally�a�semester�or�longer.

How Pearson can help instructors get started.
Pearson�can�provide�templates,�guidelines,�checklists,�and�samples�on�course�redesign,�efficacy�studies,�data�collection,�
and�more.�In�order�to�maintain�objectivity,�Pearson�does�not�pay�for�data�or�participation�in�efficacy�studies.

MyLab / Mastering Standards for Efficacy Research

Research Standards
Pearson adheres to the SIIA guidelines for evaluating educational technology products.

The key guidelines are:

•�Ask�the�Right�Question

•�Support�the�Implementation�of �the�Product�or�Service

•�Plan�a�Study�of �Sufficient�Size�and�Duration�to�Demonstrate�an�Effect�

•�Plan�for�Plausible�Causal�Claims�

•�Avoid�(the�Appearance�of )�Conflicts�of �Interest�

•�Provide�a�Comprehensive�and�Detailed�Research�Report�

•�Make�the�Research�Findings�Widely�Available�

•�Accurately�Translate�Research�for�Customers

Contact�your�Pearson�Representative�for�more�information.
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Facing increasing enrollments but anemic passing rates in developmental reading and 
writing courses, reading area community college asked Zelda Yoder to analyze the situa-
tion and suggest a remedy.  Very few students enrolled in racc’s traditional remedial course 
were persisting through their credit courses and earning a degree or certificate.  the program 
simply was not working adequately.  Yoder, an experienced literacy teacher, relished the chal-
lenge.  she did not, however, expect the solution to involve technology.

“i admit that i was surprised and skeptical when i was invited to evaluate 
myreadinglab,” she admits.  “But after a few short minutes exploring myreadinglab, i 
quickly revised my thinking and determined that myreadinglab was worth a try for our 
students.  i’m very glad i did.”

reading area community college students are evenly split between traditional age stu-
dents (18-24) and returning students; the student population is racially and ethnically diverse. 

teaching with myreadinglab
after examining the curriculum and conferring with the faculty, Yoder decided to split 
the writing and reading remediation into separate courses and to adopt myreadinglab 
for use in the reading course.  students whose comPass test scores place them below 
credit level courses are required to sign up for the Bridge reading skills course, purchase 
myreadinglab, and sign on to the course.  Yoder requires that students complete all the 
exercises before testing to demonstrate mastery; mastery requires a test score of  80% or 
above.  students take a diagnostic test to determine their level.  Based on these results, 
myreadinglab generates an individualized study plan which students work through at 
their own pace.

according to Yoder, “myreadinglab supplies the individualized study plan, lessons, 
exercises, grading, and feedback for students.  as the course facilitator, i am freed from 
the administrative tasks of  course management so that i can use my time and expertise to 

Case study

reading area community college
reading, Pennsylvania
 InstruCtor  Zelda Yoder, coordinator of  Pre-Developmental education
 Course Bridge reading skills—a college readiness course
 text  myreadinglab
terms Covered   Fall 2010
ContrIbutIon of myreadIngLab to fInaL grade  myreadinglab used exclusively though no final grade 
given in this non-credit course
types of data reported  improved lexile scores; improved pass rates; improved grades and pass rates in 
subsequent credit courses
Course struCture  online

“myreadinglab is helping students develop college readiness skills that will 
serve them well in credit courses and throughout their educational lives.”

—Coordinator Zelda Yoder
anaLysIs
in the three years prior to introduc-
ing myreadinglab, 55% of  students 
enrolled in the Developmental 
reading & Writing course passed the 
course, enabling them to move on to 
credit developmental classes. With 
myreadinglab, 84% of  students retest-
ed on comPass successfully placed 
into credit developmental courses or 
out of  developmental courses alto-
gether.  42% of  students who retested 
skipped at least one developmental 
level, preserving more of  their financial 
aid for higher level courses.

lab or 

45%

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

85%

90%

95%

before
MyReadingLab

after
MyReadingLab

84% passed 

55% passed 

student success rates  
before and after  
myreadingLab
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closely monitor students’ progress and to intervene with students one-on-one when they 
encounter difficulties. With myreadinglab, we are now able to accommodate greater 
numbers of  students while providing an individualized program for each.”

learning with myreadinglab
students at racc are enthusiastic about myreadinglab.  coordinator Yoder says, 
“myreadinglab is individualized and rewarding enough that students want to use 
it.  some students even work through the unassigned exercises because they enjoy 
myreadinglab. students are getting critical practice using the skills they’ll need to process 
written information and read college texts.  With myreadinglab, students are reading, 
thinking, and working their way to becoming better readers.

“not only are students strengthening their reading skills,” Yoder points out, “but they are 
challenged to control the pace of their learning with myreadinglab.  they must be self-direct-
ed and disciplined to succeed; myreadinglab is helping students develop college readiness 
skills that will serve them well in credit courses and throughout their educational lives.”

Yoder also appreciates that myreadinglab is available at very low cost to her students—
especially since the non-credit nature of the course precludes the use of financial aid.

resuLts
at an appropriate point in the semester, Yoder determines which students have pro-
gressed sufficiently with myreadinglab to qualify for a retest on the comPass based 
on students’ current lexile level, skills mastered, and time on task. at the end of  the 
first semester using myreadinglab, 43 out of  63 students had qualified for a comPass 
retest. of  those 43 students, 79% successfully tested into credit classes.

“the results with myreadinglab exceeded our expectations,” states Yoder. “our 
retesting proved that myreadinglab is effective. the students who elevated their scores 
to test completely out of  developmental courses were particularly excited and are enter-
ing their next classes with higher motivation, fueled by success with myreadinglab.”

Yoder continues, “the statistic of particular interest to me is the 76% passing success rate of  
myreadinglab-prepared students in their subsequent credit courses.  myreadinglab not only 
helps students test out of developmental courses but it helps students develop the skills needed to 
succeed in their subsequent coursework.  myreadinglab answers a clear need for our students!”

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
For a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.myreadinglab.com

“With myreadinglab, we are now able to accommodate greater numbers 
of  students while providing an individualized program for each.”

—Coordinator Zelda Yoder

“myreadinglab not only helps students test out of  developmental courses 
but it helps students develop the skills needed to succeed in their subse-
quent coursework.”

—Coordinator Zelda Yoder

anaLysIs
of the students who did not use 
myreadinglab and who moved on 
to a credit course, 61% passed their 
next course with a c or better.  of  
students who used myreadinglab and 
who moved on to a credit course, 76% 
succeeded with a c or better.

ConCLusIon
students using myreadinglab succeed-
ed in placing out of  developmental 
courses significantly more than stu-
dents who did not use myreadinglab.  
Furthermore, the myreadinglab-
prepared students went on to pass 
their subsequent credit courses in 
higher numbers than the students who 
did not use myreadinglab.

45%

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

85%

before
MyReadingLab

after
MyReadingLab

76% passed with 
C or better

61% passed with 
C or better

passing rates in  
subsequent Course  
before and after  
myreadingLab
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in the sPring oF 2009, merced college’s english faculty decided to update their read-
ing studies lab curriculum and delivery methods from rudimentary, dated instructional 
materials to a more metacognitive approach.  merced’s students are socio-economically 
underprivileged and ethnically diverse with a significant component of  1.5 generation esl 
students.  co-coordinators Pamela huntington and lenice Wilson and their colleagues 

wanted to incorporate online resources that engaged students, addressed their individual 
learning challenges, and helped them become effective, confident readers.

after a review, the department chose to add myreadinglab to their existing text-
books.  instructor Pamela huntington explains that the local Pearson representative was 
uniquely responsive to all of  the needs expressed.  “she helped us realize our vision to 
dramatically improve the lab experience and instruction for our students.  she met all of  
our cost and content needs with myreadinglab, a low cost but powerful program that 
uses an individualized study plan to make students active, aware learners.”

myreadinglab was introduced in a lab setting in summer 2009. students are required 
to take the initial lexile diagnostic as well as the pre- and post-diagnostic tests. instructors 
use all components of  each myreadinglab module.  according to instructor lenice 
Wilson, “students progress through each module by completing cloze exercises (tests of  
reading comprehension in which the test taker is asked to supply words that have been 
systematically deleted from a text) designed to parallel the ‘overview’ and ‘model’ seg-
ments of  each module and are then tested—mastery requires 70% on two graded tests 
regardless of  practice scores.”

Case study

merced college  
merced, california
 InstruCtors  Pamela huntington and lenice Wilson, co-coordinators of  the reading lab
 Courses english 80 Basic reading tactics i / english 81 Basic reading tactics ii
  LeveL    Developmental reading: 

english 80 mrl lexile range 700-900 (formerly identified as 6th to 8th grade level) 
english 81 mrl lexile range 900-1100 (formerly identified as 9th to 11th grade level)

 text   the effective reader, 2/e, by D.J. Henry (Eng 80) 
the traveler with myreadinglab by Pamela Huntington and Lenice Wilson (Engl 80) 
read to succeed:  a thematic approach to academic reading by David Rothman, et al. (Eng 81) 
Bridging the gap:  college reading by Brenda D. Smith (Eng 81) 
the explorer with myreadinglab by Pamela Huntington and Lenice Wilson (Eng 81)

terms Covered  summer and Fall 2009
ContrIbutIon of myreadIngLab to fInaL grade  80%+
types of data reported  improvement in final course grades and pass rates
Course struCture   lab

student feedbaCk

“the myreadinglab 

experience was  

very helpful.   

i learned a lot of  new 

strategies i can 

use everyday in my 

life and at college.”

“ most students will learn more if  they are actively involved in the  
learning process.”

—from Building the Successful Online Course by Kenneth L . Haley and Karen Heise 1

1 haley, K. l., & heise, K. (2008). Building the suc-
cessful online course. charlotte, nc: information 
age Publishing, inc.
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responses from students
huntington reports that students are uniformly positive about myreadinglab.  the 
instantaneous feedback that myreadinglab provides motivates and engages students.  
When students are asked about myreadinglab, huntington says, the most common reac-
tion they offer is, “Wow, myreadinglab really is helpful!”  the apathy among students 
that had caused the department’s reading instructors such concern, huntington reports, 
is entirely gone.

myreadIngLab and esL students
When asked about the effectiveness of  myreadinglab for esl students, huntington clari-
fies, “esl students who place into our courses have a language barrier and struggle with 
specific reading skills. it’s important from an instructional perspective to recognize that 

these are separate, though compounding, challenges.  myreadinglab is ideal for these 
students because it isolates reading strategies, presents one strategy at a time, gives abun-
dant practice opportunities, and provides feedback constantly—all at a pace the student 
dictates.  our esl students realize significant gains quickly using myreadinglab.”

responses from InstruCtors
instructors are experiencing clear benefits, too, with myreadinglab.  Wilson asserts, 
“With so many students to track and such a depth and breadth of  learning needs, it’s 
difficult to offer the appropriate one-on-one instructional assistance for every student.  
myreadinglab gives us a powerful solution on this front, tracking each student’s work 
and enabling us to intervene with one-on-one instruction at exactly the point where a 
student begins to falter.  this makes us much more effective teachers.”

she adds, “a few instructors were concerned about what they feared was a surrendering 
of teaching authority to this new online resource.  it’s gratifying to see that as those instruc-
tors work with myreadinglab, they experience the benefits for both themselves and students.  
the former naysayers have become some of the strongest advocates for myreadinglab.”

resuLts
instructors huntington and Wilson identify several areas of  student performance 
improvement:

n �retention (course completion) rates have increased from 55% pre-myreadinglab to 
75% with myreadinglab.

n �students are routinely jumping two levels in lexile scores in one term.

n  students placing at the lowest level reading course are experiencing even more dra-
matic improvement with myreadinglab than the mid-level students.

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
For a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.myreadinglab.com

“myreadinglab 

makes us much 

more effective 

teachers.”
 

—Lenice Wilson

a note on lexile scores:  the lexile framework is 
a scientific approach to reading measurement that 
matches readers to text.  Both reader ability and text 
difficulty are quantified on the same Lexile scale.  The 
lexile scale is both an assessment tool for measuring 
increasing reading comprehension and a motivational 
index to encourage students’ progress.

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

46.03% 46.83% 47.93%

51.86%

■ Avg. pre-test score
■ Avg. post-test score

English 80
91.8% pass rate

147 students 383 students

English 81
93.5% pass rate

fall 2009 scores

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Summer 2003 
– Fall 2009

Fall 2009 with 
MyReading Lab

15.48% 
increase

66.01%

50.53%

success Increase with 
myreadingLab “students are succeeding in greater numbers with myreadinglab.

—Pam Huntington
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haVing taught successFullY with myWritinglab, instructor catherine scudder Wolf  
was eager to use myreadinglab when she was assigned to teach Developmental reading 
in fall 2008.  students placing into english 32 as a result of  their accuplacer scores arrive 
with a wide range of  lexile scores and reading skill abilities.  

Wolf  requires that students complete the myreadinglab pre-test before the semester 
begins.  From this baseline, students work throughout the semester to acquire the 80% 
proficiency level required for the assigned topics in myreadinglab.  Wolf  assigns course 

topics that she believes will interest students.  students must complete six of  ten topics, 
in any sequence, to demonstrate 80% mastery and meet the requirements for passing 
the course.  Wolf  draws from unassigned exercises to conduct class work sessions in the 
lab.  Wolf  also assigns exercises found in myreadinglab’s Vocabulary section. she uses 
mysearchlab, Pearson’s extensive online toolbox and research database resource, to help 
students with their short research essays.

one-stop LearnIng
“myreadinglab offers relevant, timely, and cohesive reading selections and exercises that 
progressively improve students’ reading and writing skills,” asserts Wolf.  

“myreadinglab is colorful, easy to navigate, and full of  stimulating exercises for 
all types of  learners.  the questions in myreadinglab isolate specific skills, expertly 
testing those skills and then reinforcing them as students continue to work.  the 
technology is fun for students and provides the motivation so critical for students to 
persevere and succeed.”

Case study

sussex county community college  
newton, new Jersey
 InstruCtor  catherine scudder Wolf
 Course english 32 college reading ii
  LeveL    Developmental: comprehension and critical thinking skills  

development at pre-college reading level
 text  the lifelong reader, 2/e, by Brenda D. Smith and Laura Courtney Headley with MyReadingLab

term Covered  Fall 2008
ContrIbutIon of myreadIngLab to fInaL grade  10%
types of data reported  improvement in final course grades
Course struCture   lab

in the fall 2008 term, 

using myreadinglab 

for the first time,  

students achieved an 

average score of  81% 

on the final exam, 

a significant 

improvement 

over previous terms. 

“ learning may be best achieved through the social construction of  knowl-
edge in a ‘learning community’—an environment where the student is 
both a member of  a learning community and also an agent of  learning 
within the environment.”

—from “Online Collaborative Learning:  Relating Theory to  
Practice” in Journal of Educational Technology Systems by Mercedes Fisher, Pepperdine University 1

1 Fisher, m (2002-2003) “online collaborative 
learning: relating theory to Practice” in Journal of  
educational technology systems, 31 (3), 227-249
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teaChIng wIth myreadIngLab
Wolf  says that myreadinglab has had a positive impact on her teaching.  
“myreadinglab’s content is so fine—it would be difficult for me to gather such relevant, 
timely readings on my own.  and the gradebook is extremely helpful in tracking each 
student’s progress.  When i meet with students in one-on-one conference, we can look 
together at the student’s specific performance data, narrow down areas of  difficulty and 
develop specific strategies to move that student toward mastery.”

a CommunIty of Learners
Wolf quickly identifies benefits of myreadinglab that simply could not be conferred in a 
traditional setting.  For instance, if  several students have difficulty with an assigned exercise, 

Wolf will often project that selection onto the smartBoard so that the entire class may help 
each other work through the exercise.  students respond enthusiastically to this participatory, 
collaborative learning experience, she reports, and engage with the material more actively.  
“myreadinglab,” Wolf suggests, “facilitates the creation of a ‘community of learners’.”

resuLts
Wolf believes that myreadinglab is the major driver of the individual improvement evident in 
her students. in the fall 2008 term, students achieved an average score of 81% on the final exam.

she points to two additional qualitative pieces of  evidence of  myreadinglab’s efficacy:

n  Wolf  finds a direct correlation between the amount of  time students dedicate 
to working with myreadinglab and their final course grade.   according to Wolf, 
“students who work through the myreadinglab modules succeed and pass.  it’s that 
simple.  myreadinglab is so effective that using it amounts to a near-guarantee of  
success.  it’s only the students who don’t complete the myreadinglab assignments 
who risk falling short of  the proficiency requirements.”

n  students who complete college reading ii using myreadinglab progress to the next 
level in their plan of  study in the next semester; students who fail to complete their 
myreadinglab assignments are less likely to meet the english department’s proficien-
cy requirement and are therefore often unable to progress to the for-credit courses 
in their sequence.

ConCLusIon
Finally, Wolf  says, “For all of  these reasons, mylabs are a very important component 
of  developmental studies.  mylabs help not just with discipline-specific skills. essentially, 
mylabs help students learn how to learn.”

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
For a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.myreadinglab.com

“mylabs are a very 

important 

component of  

developmental 

studies.  MyLabs 

help not just with 

discipline-specific 

skills.  Essentially, 

mylabs help 

students learn 

how to learn.”
 

—Instructor 
Catherine Scudder Wolf

a note on lexile scores:  the lexile framework is 
a scientific approach to reading measurement that 
matches readers to text.  Both reader ability and text 
difficulty are quantified on the same Lexile scale.  The 
lexile scale is both an assessment tool for measuring 
increasing reading comprehension and a motivational 
index to encourage students’ progress.

“myreadinglab facilitates the creation of  a ‘community of  learners’.”
—Instructor Catherine Scudder Wolf
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annuallY, 20% oF northeast state technical communitY college’s 2500+ freshmen place 
into its Basic and Developmental reading course after taking the comPass reading test.  
By 2007, with up to 45% of  those students failing or withdrawing from the course each 
semester, it was clear that the existing course simply was not meeting students’ needs.

comprehensive course restructuring to meet students’ needs
Professor Xiaoping Wang spearheaded a comprehensive course redesign.  specifically, the 
challenges she identified in the existing traditional, lecture-based course included:

n  high failure and withdrawals per semester

n  lack of  individualized instruction; ‘one size fits all’ instructor-centered approach

n  obstacle to students’ timely progression toward graduation

n  high cost to deliver small classes

Professor Wang and the reading faculty determined to build the redesigned Basic and 
Developmental reading course around myreadinglab.  With myreadinglab as the 
cornerstone of  a student-centered, flexible and immersive learning environment, the 
course redesign team hoped to improve student learning outcomes, create an enriched, 
technology-centric learning environment, provide individualized instruction, and reduce 
the overall cost of  the program.

pILotIng myreadIngLab
over the course of  three terms, spring 2008 through spring 2009, northeast state car-
ried out redesign Pilots i, ii, and iii.  

n  in Pilot i, spring 2008, 50 out of  the total 134 students enrolled in Basic and 
Developmental reading were placed into the redesigned course centered around 
myreadinglab while the remaining students followed the traditional course structure.  

n  in Pilot ii, Fall 2008, 84 out of  224 total students were placed in the redesigned 
course.  

Case study

northeast state technical community college  
Blountville, tennessee
 InstruCtor  Professor Xiaoping Wang Redesign Team Leader

 Courses DsPr 0870 Basic and Developmental reading 
 LeveL   advanced level (12th+ grade)
 text no text beside myreadinglab
terms Covered  spring 2008, Fall 2008, and spring 2009
ContrIbutIon of myreadIngLab to fInaL grade  75-80%
types of data reported  grade distribution, student success, and retention comparisons
Course struCture  transitioning from traditional, lecture-based structure to web-based, interactive course 
instruction using myreadinglab

tabLe 1

grade Distribution 
comparison between 
students using 
myreadinglab and 
students in the 
traditional course 

Class 
redesigned w 
myreadingLab traditional 

a 33.00% 14.67%
B 18.33% 24.67%
c 8.33% 16.67%
F 32.00% 40.00%
W 8.33% 4.00%

tabLe 2

comparison of  
students’ learning 
improvement with 
myreadinglab  
versus the  
traditional course

Class 
pre-test  
average 

post-test  
average  

value  
added  

myreadinglab  
Pilot ii 72.06 84.77 12.71 

myreadinglab  
Pilot iii 65.23 86.05 20.82 

traditional 72.29 81.09 8.80 
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n  in Pilot iii, spring 2009, all reading students enrolled that semester were placed in 

the redesigned course.

in the redesigned course, the reading emporium format is used, and students do not 
come to scheduled class for three hours a week in the traditional way.  instead, students 
complete the myreadinglab diagnostic pre-test and follow an individualized learning plan 
based on the results.  students work in myreadinglab to complete multiple practice sets 
and module tests at their own pace within a time structure but are required to spend 
two hours per week working in the reading center where one-on-one instruction and 
assistance is provided by the reading instructors and multiple reading center assistants.  
students also meet in weekly reading groups led by the instructor and receive feedback 
and additional instruction as needed.  students are also required to maintain course note-
books that contain the course documents and their learning records.  the course note-
book helps keep students organized and on track to complete course work successfully.  
all course documents are easily accessed online.  at their option or on the recommenda-
tion of  an instructor, students may also view mini-lectures on major reading topics online.  
myreadinglab tracks and grades students’ progress through the course automatically and 
final results are measured by the diagnostic post-test.

resuLts
the myreadinglab-centered redesigned pilot course produced clear improvements in 
student learning outcomes.  Fully 33% of  students in the redesigned Pilot i course scored 
an a as their final grade versus only 14.67% of  students in the traditional course.  in the 
redesigned course, 59.76% of  students succeeded, achieving a passing grade of  c or 
above versus 56% in the traditional course.

in addition, the comparison of  students’ pre-test and post-test performance from Pilot 
ii and Pilot iii reveals a 12.71 to 20.82 gain versus the 8.80 in the traditional course. 

the program also achieved a 48% savings over the traditional course due to the larger 
number of  students each instructor can work with.

ConCLusIons
Preliminary data from this redesigned myreadinglab course is promising.

Professor Wang summarizes her evaluation of  myreadinglab’s efficacy:
“i feel that the preliminary data from the redesigned myreadinglab pilot course shows 

promise in improving our students’ learning and success rates.  i believe that the hands-on 
learning activities and immediate feedback provided by myreadinglab coupled with individ-
ual assistance students received helped our students gain mastery of  essential reading skills.”

LookIng ahead
Based on the pilot results, northeast state technical community college will continue to 
include all reading students in the redesigned myreadinglab-centered course beginning in 
fall 2009.

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
For a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.myreadinglab.com
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reading courses serve a large, diverse student  
population with majority esl students
san Diego mesa college, with 25,000 students, is one of  the largest and most success-
ful transfer institutions in the region and possesses a diverse student population.  Fully 
50-80% of  students enrolling in the english department’s reading courses are esl/
generation 1.5 students.  

Professors laurie lorence and marilynn schenk teach several sections each of  the two 
developmental reading courses at sDmc and adopted myreadinglab two years ago.  the 
courses are taught in two 1.5 hour sessions per week in hybrid format where one class 
per week is a traditional lecture format and the other is either instruction in the computer 
lab or, for the higher-level students, independent work online.  in the lower-level class, 
the instructors move around the computer lab as students work in myreadinglab, offer-
ing motivation and one-on-one instruction.  myreadinglab contributes 20% to students’ 
final grade. students must achieve success with 10 myreadinglab reading levels/modules 
at 70% or better to pass either course.

meetIng students’ needs wIth myreadIngLab
Professors lorence and schenk find that myreadinglab offers tremendous learning 
advantages to their esl/generation 1.5 students in particular.  these students may 
require extra time to grasp concepts or decode contextual clues.  myreadinglab allows 
them to work at their own pace and offers immediate, on-demand assistance with unfa-
miliar vocabulary words and even with american history and culture.

Professor lorence offers an important insight into the advantages of  an integrated 
learning environment like myreadinglab.  “students’ auditory processing skills at this level 
are often poor.  it’s clear to me as a teacher that students often don’t grasp concepts in 
a purely lecture environment, even when i repeat the information.  But the multi-sensory 
inputs of  myreadinglab enable students multiple, reinforcing pathways to access con-
cepts.  this is particularly acute for my esl students.  With myreadinglab, students can 

Case study

san Diego mesa college  
san Diego, california
 InstruCtors  Professor laurie lorence and Professor marilynn schenk
 Courses english 42:  college reading and study skills i 
  english 56:  college reading and study skills ii
  LeveL   7th-9th grade and 10th-12th grade
 text guide to college reading, 8/e, with myreadinglab by Kathleen T. McWhorter 
  active reading skills, 2/e, with myreadinglab by Kathleen T. McWhorter 
  the longman textbook reader, 2/e, by Cheryl Novins

term Covered  spring 2009
ContrIbutIon of myreadIngLab to fInaL grade  20%
types of data reported  lexile scores
Course struCture  Both hybrid (part lecture, part lab)

in spring 2009, in  

one section of  english 

56 for which scores 

were recorded, 

Professor schenk’s 

26 students 

improved  

their lexile scores  

an average of   

131 points.
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access vocabulary resources with a few clicks; in a lecture format, upon hearing an unfa-
miliar vocabulary word, students simply look puzzled and lose the thread.”

Professor lorence encourages students to use myreadinglab exercises as a warm-up 
activity prior to her lectures.  in class, she stresses main ideas and delves into concepts 
best explored by a live instructor; students then follow up with myreadinglab to practice 
what they’ve learned and cement their understanding.

resuLts:  assessIng the effeCtIveness of myreadIngLab
in spring 2009, in one section of  english 56 for which scores were recorded, Professor 
schenk’s 26 students improved their lexile scores an average of  131 points.

 Both professors report that students are proud of  the reading improvement achieved 
with myreadinglab.  they enjoy myreadinglab.  With myreadinglab, students master 
material that was previously inaccessible to them—and this in turn motivates them to 
continue improving.

interestingly, a student intern working for Professor lorence worked through all of  
myreadinglab’s exercises to trial the exercises for students and assess their level of  diffi-
culty.  the intern, who was preparing to take the gre, reported that her own vocabulary 
and comprehension improved dramatically as a result of  working with myreadinglab and 
that she felt far better prepared to score well on the gre. 

“We’re always looking for an increase in reading level but i think that we should be 
looking for other indicators,” says Professor lorence.  “When we teach reading, we don’t 
really improve reading level.  rather, by giving students strategies and the opportunity to 
practice, we equip them to read better and the improvement shows up when students 
succeed in their other classes and in their subsequent, higher-level work.”

says Professor schenk, “especially with california’s budget problems, myreadinglab 
meets critical student needs.  even with a large class size and only two class meetings per 
week, our students are continuing to succeed because we have myreadinglab 24/7.”

the future:  expanded ImpLementatIon of myreadIngLab
impressed by the strong results achieved with myreadinglab, other instructors in the 
department have indicated that they plan to adopt myreadinglab.  Professor schenk 
hopes to network with faculty using myreadinglab at neighboring campuses to share 
best practices.  Professor lorence asserts, “this is definitely the right direction, and i’m 
pleased to be involved at the beginning of  this resource implementation.  students are 
comfortable with the technology and therefore more open and accepting of  instruction.  
the immersive environment engages them in ways that a traditional lecture approach sim-
ply does not.  i believe that online resources like myreadinglab will become the core of  
our teaching.  Quite frankly, myreadinglab is the teaching tool of  the future.”

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
For a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.myreadinglab.com
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comprehension and a motivational index to 
encourage students’ progress.
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Valencia communitY college possesses four campuses enrolling over 42,000 students. 
students at Valencia are placed into one of  two preparatory reading courses based 

on the results of  a mandated statewide placement test.  campuswide, 50% of  incom-
ing freshmen take a developmental reading course.  on West campus, where Professor 
corinne Fennessy teaches, approximately 30 sections (of  25 students each), take either 
reading 1 or 2.  three full-time instructors and approximately 15 adjuncts teach the two 
courses, and all instructors use myreadinglab.

class format is part lecture, part lab.  in reading 2 each term, 1-2 sections are taught 
entirely online, depending on student demand. to pass either course, students must pass 
the lab with a grade of  70 or more (based on the myreadinglab diagnostic), must complete 
all course assignments, and must pass the state reading exam.  successful course completion 
allows students to progress on to comp 1.  myreadinglab comprises 20% of students’ final 
grade; other components are course assignments, unit tests, and class participation.

ChoosIng myreadIngLab
Professor Fennessy says, “We chose myreadinglab to give our students anytime access to 
instruction.  We wanted a resource available to students 24/7 and indeed, many students 
use myreadinglab in the middle of  the night.  myreadinglab was an experiment, really, but 
the results have been impressive and i will continue to use it as long as i’m teaching.”

usIng myreadIngLab
authentIC praCtICe: Professor Fennessy has used myreadinglab and its reading road 
trip predecessor for more than 5 years and believes that it provides the strongest prac-
tice of  any online program available.  “i think that without the authentic practice that 
myreadinglab provides, students would not benefit from doing practices—and therefore 
would not succeed in our preparatory reading courses,” asserts Professor Fennessy.

one of the most ringing endorsements Professor Fennessy has received came from a student 
who remarked, “i don’t like myreadinglab.”  When asked why she didn’t like myreadinglab, 
the student said, “Because you have to really read to answer the questions correctly.”

Case study

Valencia community college  
orlando, Florida
 InstruCtor  Professor corinne Fennessy
 Courses reading 1 and reading 2
  LeveL   6th-9th grade and 8th-10th grade
 text the skilled reader, 2/e, with myreadinglab by D. J. Henry 
  reading across the Disciplines, 2/e, with myreadinglab by Kathleen T. McWhorter 
  the master reader, 2/e, with myreadinglab by D. J. Henry  (for online sections)

terms Covered   Fall 2008-spring 2009
ContrIbutIon of myreadIngLab to fInaL grade  20%
types of data reported  lexile scores
Course struCture   hybrid: Part lecture/part lab 

hybrid: Part lecture/part lab; 1-2 sections per term completely online
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50%  

of incoming freshmen 

take a developmental 

reading course. 
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the student’s feedback underscores a core strength of  myreadinglab, according to 

Professor Fennessy.  “Prior to the availability of  myreadinglab, we taught with work-
books and it was very difficult to tell if  students were doing the work.  With workbook 
practice, most students look up the answers and don’t bother to read the passages.  in 
myreadinglab, they can’t do that and get passing scores.  my students work harder using 
myreadinglab and their scores improve accordingly.”

enrIChed teaChIng
Professor Fennessy feels that myreadinglab has strengthened and enriched her teaching 
approach.  “With myreadinglab, i can assess my students’ progress at any point, instant-
ly.  scores are online, accessible anytime,” she says “With myreadinglab pinpointing a 
student’s areas of  difficulty, i can step in to provide live teaching assistance that is custom-
ized to the student’s immediate learning needs.”

resuLts
LexILe sCores: students’ lexile scores were calculated at the beginning and end of  the 
course.  in a representative section of  reading 1 from fall 2008, 21 out of  25 students 
increased their lexile scores an average of  69 points.  in spring 2009, 18 out of  19 
reading 1 students increased their lexile scores an average of  146 points—a gain that 
Professor Fennessy attributes to students’ work with myreadinglab.
onLIne-onLy seCtIons: responding to students’ needs, the english department offers one 
or two sections per term of  reading 1 and 2 as online-only courses.  Professor Fennessy 
notes that her online-only sections are populated by a majority of  students who are single 
mothers and that these students typically score at least as well or even better on the 
state reading exam than the students who attend lectures.  says Professor Fennessy, “this 
is a testament to the strength and advantages of  myreadinglab; students who don’t see 
an instructor face-to-face are scoring as well or better than students with a live teacher.”

ConCLusIons:  a student-foCused resourCe
myreadinglab is meeting Valencia community college students’ needs for flexible, 
immersive, anytime instruction. 

“myreadinglab is a great resource because it enables students to self-direct their practice and 
learning.  this self-directed aspect of myreadinglab provides tremendous motivation, something 
that is essential in a remedial course,” insists Professor Fennessy.  “also, myreadinglab provides 
immediate feedback to students’ work; myreadinglab scores what’s wrong and then tells stu-
dents why.  For all these reasons, myreadinglab is my best resource for student learning!”

future
every reading instructor on West campus now makes myreadinglab available to 
students either as an optional or a required resource.  Professor Fennessy requires 
her students to use myreadinglab and reports that a second instructor will mandate 
myreadinglab for the coming term.

“ my students work 

harder using 

myreadinglab and 

their scores 

improve 

accordingly.”
 

—Professor Fennessy
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in acaDemic Year 2005/06, 143 shelton state students were placed into developmental 
reading courses according to their comPass scores or sat/act scores; only 40 of  
143 students passed.  Professor Janice Filer, chair of  language and communications at 

shelton state, reconfigured the two developmental reading courses, electing to teach stu-
dents in a lab environment.  in the redesigned course structure, myreadinglab is the cen-
tral source of  instruction; the textbook is available as an additional source of  instruction.

While improving students’ passing rates was of  paramount importance in restructuring 
the courses and adopting myreadinglab, Professor Filer identified other objectives:

n the desire for a student-initiated rather than teacher-centered learning platform

n  the flexibility to teach two levels of  reading students in the same environment, thus 
insuring that both courses could be staffed

n  a more effective means of monitoring students’ progress during the courses so that 
instructors could offer one-on-one assistance to students in danger of failing

IntroduCIng myreadIngLab
all of  shelton state’s developmental reading students since fall 2006 have used 
myreadinglab.  courses meet twice a week for 2.5 hours per session in a lab.  
students take the pre-test diagnostic in myreadinglab and are required to complete 
the lab assignments for 40% of  their final grade.  students work in myreadinglab 

Case study

shelton state community college  
tuscaloosa, alabama
 InstruCtor   Professor Janice Filer, chair of  language and communications
 Courses   reading 084 Developmental reading ii 
  reading 085 Developmental reading iii
 LeveL   students testing below 7th grade reading level 
  students testing above 7th grade reading level
 text   getting ahead: Fundamentals of  college reading with myreadinglab  
  by Joann Yaworski

  reading Between the lines: advanced college reading with myreadinglab  
  by Joann Yaworski

terms Covered   2005/06-2008/09
ContrIbutIon of myreadIngLab to fInaL grade  40%
types of data reported  student performance
Course struCture  lab

“ there is a marked difference in student success since we began using 
myreadinglab.”

—Professor Janice Filer
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during part of  each class time and are encouraged to spend additional time with 
myreadinglab outside of  class.  students also maintain a journal, deliver an oral and 
written literature review based on a book of  their choice, and complete an informed 
readings assignment from the textbook.  Finally, students take the myreadinglab 
post-test diagnostic and must score 70% or higher to pass the course.

resuLts
Professor Filer asserts, “there is a marked difference in student success since we began 
using myreadinglab.

“students are given the opportunity to work at their own pace and get immediate 
attention to their individual needs,” she continues.  “the instructors and students are 
pleased with the labs; they are user-friendly and provide effective feedback to students as 
well as instructors.”

Professor Filer identified an additional benefit of  myreadinglab.  “students’ 
myreadinglab post-test diagnostic scores are a reliable predictor of  success in the gen-
eral curriculum.  the objectives in myreadinglab are nearly identical to our general edu-
cation competencies; if  students pass the myreadinglab exit exam, we can be confident 
that they will master the general education competencies.”

meetIng students’ needs
enrollments in shelton state’s developmental reading courses have been steadily increas-
ing.  Professor Filer states, “myreadinglab gives us the flexibility to serve students at 
various reading levels simultaneously.  We can bring students from both courses together 
in the computer lab, and myreadinglab customizes the instructional program for each 
individual student.  Without the flexibility that myreadinglab affords, we might not have 
enough instructors to offer multiple developmental reading courses each term—and that 
would mean turning students away.”

future
shelton state’s english department has adopted the mylab products on a wide scale.  
myWritinglab is being used in the developmental writing courses, mycomplab is in use 
in all Freshman composition i courses, and several instructors are using mylitlab for 
Freshman composition ii.

recent increases in enrollment at shelton state have resulted in greater numbers of  
students placing into the developmental reading courses and steps are being considered 
to accommodate these students.  Professor Filer concludes, “there are several areas 
under review that will determine the future direction of  the program.  at this time, the 
only constant is the myreadinglab product because of  its success thus far.”
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“ students’ myreadinglab post-test diagnostic scores are a reliable predic-
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www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
For a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.myreadinglab.com
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An interview with 
Dr. Beverly Hearn 

Director of the Reading Center 
University of Tennessee at Martin 

Martin, TN 

 

Course Information 
I teach READ 100: Strategic Dimensions of Reading using MyReadingLab. My department offers 10 sections in the fall 
semester and four in the spring semester with about 160 students total per year. This is a face-to-face course, three credit 
hours. We use The Effective Reader by D.J. Henry. 
 
This course supports those students who are not comprehending college-level texts. We reinforce basic reading skills which 
support comprehension and retention of information, and we work on increasing reading speed and vocabulary as well. 
 
Most of our students are college freshmen, with the occasional nontraditional student who may be returning to the 
workforce or making a career change. We have some English language learners who are bridging from the Tennessee 
Intensive English Program to regular college classes as well. 
 
Assessment 
Vocabulary quizzes count for 12%; tests count for 20%; study guides and other homework count for 22%; presentations 
count for 16%; class activities count for 6%, and MyReadingLab counts for 24% of the overall course grade. 
  
Implementation 
We chose to use MyReadingLab because we needed to increase reading outside of class in order to promote fluency, and we 
needed to assess basic reading skills using texts at an individualized level for each student. We also needed the accountability 
provided by MyReadingLab. 
 
We assign the Pre- and Post-Tests, reading rate, stated main idea, implied main idea, outlining and mapping, nine patterns of 
organization, active reading strategies, note taking and highlighting, purpose and tone, and inference. These are assigned in 
conjunction with the corresponding chapters in the textbook. All practices are assigned, and students must receive at least 
70% to pass the tests. We reset the practices if they do not obtain 70%. If students are still not able to pass at this level, we 
bring them into the reading lab and work with them individually, explaining one-on-one the thinking behind the correct 
responses. 
 
My advice to other instructors is: 

• Keep a list of students’ login names and passwords. 

• At the start of the course, present in-depth details of how MyReadingLab works and don’t make assumptions about 
students’ computer skills. 

• Assign the components of MyReadingLab individually one at a time in conjunction with what you are teaching. 

• When students take the diagnostic, be aware that the students can test out of certain topics. 

• If you use more than one practice set, make the students aware that they must continue through all the sets rather than 
stop when they receive the first grade. 

 
We are using iPads in a wireless setting to introduce MyReadingLab and we will most likely convert to doing that in a wired 
lab to prevent technical challenges. We will use the iPads to practice as a unit in class. Students enjoy using iPads to work on 
MyReadingLab in class, and I think this helps them focus better. Since we are assigning many practice exercises, there is an 
opportunity to answer questions, do “think out-louds” led by the teacher, and work through some practices together so that 
students truly understand where we are going with MyReadingLab and why it is important to excel on the practices and 
tests. We are going to do more of the practices together as a class to deepen students’ understanding of the thought 
processes and strategies we use to comprehend written text. 
 
Benefits 
My students like MyReadingLab because it’s interactive. The technology is engaging, and the students prefer that type of 
presentation rather than continually analyzing passages in the textbook. MyReadingLab also gives the students more material 
to practice in order to apply the concepts we have studied in class.  
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I like that I can see which of the excerpts or study material students have looked at, I can see their scores, and especially the 
time that they have spent on the program. I can see each individual student’s work and the progress s/he is making as well as 
her/his individual strengths and weaknesses. I can also see a class summary and individual student’s grades. 
 
Students are motivated to excel on the practice exercises and tests because of the accountability inherent in the 
MyReadingLab system. Also, they know that this represents about a quarter of their course grade. They spend a good 
amount of time on task, and this practice increases the “miles on their reading odometers” and helps them to become more 
fluent readers. 
 
Conclusion 

We are reaching our goal of a two-level grade increase in 12 weeks with the majority of the students, and we are now 
obtaining even greater leaps—up to five grade levels—with many students. This increase in effectiveness has occurred in 
conjunction with the introduction of MyReadingLab. We attribute this to the increased practice due to the accountability 
inherent in the system and also to the individualized text presentations which work at the students’ different reading levels. 
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An interview with 
Bernadine Skowronski, Instructor 
Somerset Community College 

Somerset, KY 

 

Course Information 
I teach Reading 30: Reading for the College Classroom with MyReadingLab. This course is required for students whose 
COMPASS scores fall within a certain range. The course is intended to help students improve and strengthen their reading 
skills in order to be successful in regular college classes. They must achieve at least a 70% overall in the class. I teach about 
five sections per semester, averaging twenty students per section. This is a face-to-face course, three credit hours. We use 
the Pearson text Bridging the Gap: College Reading, by Smith/Morris. My students are a mix of traditional and non-traditional 
students. Many of my students are working full-time jobs and have families. 
 
Assessment 
This past year, because we did not have regular access to a computer lab and many students have restricted access to a 
personal computer, MyReadingLab counted for 10% of the final grade. Attendance and participation was 30%, homework was 
30%, and tests and quizzes were 30%. I found that the MyReadingLab points could really make or break someone’s grade.   
 
In previous semesters, when we had regular access to a computer lab, MyReadingLab counted for a larger percentage of the 
final grade. My school is planning on restructuring classes so that students will meet in a classroom one day a week and in a 
computer lab one day a week. When that changes, I will increase the weight of MyReadingLab back to 20-25% because 
students will have regular access to a computer and there will not be an excuse! 
 
Implementation 
I have used MyReadingLab for five years. Originally I chose to use MyReadingLab as a way to supplement the textbook and to 
give the students a chance for immediate feedback. When you have 100 or more students per semester, it can be difficult to 
keep up with all of the written work! 
 
My first assignment is for students to set up their account, get logged in, and join the class. My second assignment is for 
students to complete the two diagnostic tests. I assign required reading skills on MyReadingLab based on what we are 
working on in class. If we are working on vocabulary, I will make sure that particular reading skill is open, and I will assign it. I 
like to use the reading Lexile because when you look in the MyReadingLab gradebook at the results of the exercises, you can 
see which areas are each student’s strengths and weaknesses. They are not always the same as the original diagnostic. I can 
assign students to the areas they need to work on and this makes the course more personalized. Or, I can get a feel for the 
class as a whole. 
 
I plan on restructuring my implementation of MyReadingLab to see if I can get better results and motivate students even 
more. Currently, I require one attempt of a reading skill, but I am going to change this to require mastery of each skill. 
Currently, some students are self-motivated to do more than one practice, but not all. 
 
One of the biggest challenges of teaching for me is not having access to a smart classroom or a computer lab. Students have 
to work on MyReadingLab on their own time, and not everyone has easy access to a computer. Being able to have students 
meet one class period each week in the computer lab is ideal. Everyone can register for the class at the same time, and I can 
do problem solving with the students who are having trouble.  
 
Benefits 
MyReadingLab gives me a snapshot of where students stand with their reading skills. Being able to personalize assignments so 
the students work in their weakest areas is a real plus, and they still have the ability to choose the activities they want to do. 
It also gives me a snapshot of where the class is as a whole. I can know what skills need more emphasis in class and what 
material we can go over more quickly.  
 
MyReadingLab also helps me see which students are motivated and which students I need to help motivate. The biggest 
benefit for my students is the instant feedback. They can work at their own pace and at the time and place that is most 
convenient for them. The fact that MyReadingLab is online and available to them 24/7 is a big benefit. 
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Conclusion 

My advice to new instructor-users is to go into MyReadingLab and play. Join the class, work on your own, or go into your 
own class under the student view and try things out. What shows up under the study plan in the instructor view is not 
exactly as the student sees it.  Take the test, read the explanations, and get that first-hand experience. That way, when a 
student gets stuck, you will have a better idea of how to help them out. 
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A mAjority of the students placing into marion technical College’s developmental writ-
ing courses are in their early to mid-20s, with full-time work experience, returning to 
school for more education to improve their employment prospects.  Very few students 
advance to marion straight from high school.  enrolling students generally have very little 
experience with technology.

Choosing myWritingLab to address multiple needs
instructor david Webster elected to use myWritingLab both for its pedagogical effective-
ness and the crucial technology skills and experience students gain by using it.  the math 
department at marion uses Pearson’s mymathLab with positive results, and Webster felt 

that developmental writing students would also benefit from the technological approach 
of  a myLab program. Webster teaches in a lab environment and also requires students to 
complete assignments in myWritingLab outside of  class.

Webster designates 10 modules within myWritingLab’s grammar study plan that stu-
dents must master to pass the class.  he selects modules based on students’ pre-test 
diagnostic results and also based on advice from the college-level instructors, targeting 
general areas of  skill weakness.

MyWritingLab’s iMpact on teaching
Webster reports that myWritingLab frees him to concentrate more on general instruction 
and on resolving individual students’ learning and writing challenges.  “since myWritingLab 
has taken the onus of grading daily grammar work, i can concentrate more on in-class activi-

case study

marion technical College  
marion, ohio
 instructor david Webster
 courses  english 980 Preparation for College Writing i 

english 990 Preparation for College Writing ii
 LeveL developmental:  sentences to paragraphs/paragraphs to essays
 texts  the Writer’s World: sentences and Paragraphs, 2/e, by Lynn Gaetz et al. with MyWritingLab  

the Writer’s World: Paragraphs and essays, 2/e, by Lynn Gaetz et al. with MyWritingLab

 terMs covered 2007-2010
contribution of MyWritingLab to finaL grade  30%
types of data reported   improvement in test averages and passing rates;  

improved success at subsequent credit-bearing courses in english
course structure  Lab
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“one of  the benefits of  myWritingLab is that, while students are working 
to understand grammar principles, they are simultaneously becoming 
competent users of  rather sophisticated Web 2.0 technology.”

—David Webster
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ties and writing instruction,” he says.  “i have time to observe students while we work on 
myWritingLab in class, and i can intervene to work with students one-on-one or engage the 
whole class to work through an exercise together when students experience a ‘rough patch’.”

MyWritingLab’s effect on Learning
Webster’s students volunteer positive evaluations of myWritingLab.  the program, he says, 
helps students isolate their individual areas of skills weakness so they know precisely what 
they need to study and can spend their efforts most productively.  he asserts, “students 
quickly learn that there is an absolute correlation between working through the myWritingLab 
assignments and achieving the skills mastery needed to pass the course. students quickly 
grasp how to work independently with the program, following the individualized learning plan 
myWritingLab supplies.  And students who complete their myWritingLab assignments succeed.

“myWritingLab has demonstrated to our students (many of  whom are displaced 
workers) the importance of  computer skills.  students are able to work on myWritingLab 
anywhere they have internet access so they understand how the Web is affecting all 
aspects of  life,” says Webster.  “one of  the benefits of  myWritingLab is that, while stu-

dents are working to understand grammar principles, they are simultaneously becoming 
competent users of  rather sophisticated Web 2.0 technology.” 

Webster notes that since adopting myWritingLab, students leave his course with solid 
confidence in their grammar ability.  “students achieve real mastery with myWritingLab.  
in the past perhaps they grasped concepts long enough to pass a single test or per-
haps they didn’t truly grasp the grammar concepts at all.  With myWritingLab, students 
acquire—and retain—grammar skills that serve as a foundation for effective writing and 
success in future courses.  students often return to my office to tell me that they are suc-
ceeding in Composition i (a for-credit course) and that their success derives from using 
myWritingLab in my College Writing ii course.”

resuLts
Webster and his fellow instructors in marion technical College’s developmental english pro-
gram have used myWritingLab for three years.  during that time, they have noted:

n improvement in test averages over previous semesters

n improvement in passing rates

n  an increased success rate for students advancing to the first credit-bearing course 
in english

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
for a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.mywritinglab.com

“myWritingLab helps students isolate their individual areas of  skills  
weakness so they know precisely what they need to study and can  
spend their efforts most productively.”

—David Webster
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A Call for Change
In 2005, students in Shelton State’s mainstream composition courses were not succeeding.  
Instructors found them unprepared to craft essay-length work; indeed, many students 
struggled to create sound sentences.  Students’ grasp of  basic grammar was inadequate.  
Clearly, significant changes were needed to improve student outcomes.

In response, the instructors in SSCC’s English department undertook a restruc-
turing and standardization of  developmental English courses and enlisted Pearson’s 
MyWritingLab as the engine and cornerstone of  the program.  Standardization of  SSCC’s 
two semester-length developmental writing courses, Basic English 1 and 2, began in late 
2005; full implementation across all sections was achieved in 2007 and continues today.  

Basic English 1 and 2 are now taught in a laboratory environment, and all classes use 
MyWritingLab daily.  MyWritingLab comprises 25% of  the course grade:  5% of  the grade 
is the pre-diagnostic test and 20% is the final test on grammar.  Additionally, students use 
MyWritingLab each day to work on their individualized student learning plans—specific 
grammar exercises designed to prepare students to succeed on the final exam.

Results 

Comparison of  pre- and post-test scores
In 2007, with the start of  full standardization, pre- and post-diagnostic results from 
MyWritingLab were analyzed.  Eighty-six students in five classes participated.  Of  the 84 
students completing the course (only 2 students failed to complete the course), 97.6% 
showed improvement.  Students improved their average diagnostic test scores from 64% 
(pre-test) to 79.4% (post-test), an increase of  over 15%.

Professor Dice explains, “MyWritingLab is a really valuable tool.  I was trained in the 
sciences so I have a healthy respect for data and MyWritingLab offers a great way to keep 
score on student outcomes.  It’s just a superior way to teach the subject.”

Case study

Shelton State Community College  
Tuscaloosa, Alabama
 text   Resources for Writers with Readings, 2/e 
  Resources for Writers with Readings, 3/e
 InstRuCtoRs Professor Richard (Ric) Dice, Instructor 
  Professor Janice Filer, Chair of  Language and Communications
 CouRse   English 093:  Basic English 1 and 2 covering sentence-level writing

“ MyWritingLab is a really valuable tool.  I was trained in the sciences  
so I have a healthy respect for data and MyWritingLab offers a great 
way to keep score on student outcomes.  It’s just a superior way to 
teach the subject.”

—Professor Richard Dice

Breakdown of  
Results (all classes)
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Results  

Follow-up Study
Six classes of  students who successfully completed English 093 were tracked through 
English 101, the department’s mainstream composition course.  Fifty-seven students 
enrolled in English 101.  Of  the forty-four students who completed English 101 and 
received a letter grade, thirty-three passed for a success rate of  75%; eleven failed (19%).  
These figures compared favorably to the college-wide student success rates for English 
101 of  51% passing and 27% failing.

“I’m surprised each semester when I pull the data that students have improved as 
much as they do.  And the results clearly document MyWritingLab’s effectiveness because 
I haven’t changed my teaching approach.  I’m really acting now as an administrator for 
MyWritingLab,” asserted Professor Dice.

Course Administration Transformed
Instructors note that administering the course is a pleasure with MyWritingLab.  Professor 
Dice notes, “We’ve gone from workbooks—really deadly—to CD-based instruction to 
the online tools offered by MyWritingLab—just a huge advancement.”

Students appreciate the change, too.  It was not uncommon for students to doze off  
during workbook-based drill exercises.  now, with MyWritingLab, students work at their 
own pace, progressing through a learning plan completely customized to their individual 
needs by MyWritingLab.

There are other benefits as well.  Professor Janice Filer, chair of  Language and 
Communications, notes that the self-guided nature of  MyWritingLab gives her flexibility in 
staffing.  She can augment the English department teaching staff  with content specialists, 
trained to administer MyWritingLab.  This enables Professor Filer to offer lab-based sec-
tions of  Basic English to even small numbers of  students who would otherwise be closed 
out of  the classes they need due to insufficient enrollment numbers.  

Analysis
Without question, students’ writing has improved.  Professor Dice asserts, “You sense the stu-
dents’ excitement when they can write the thoughts they imagine.  Without a grasp of basic 
grammar and construction, students would self-edit and dumb down their thoughts to a rudi-
mentary expression they could put down on paper.  After working with MyWritingLab, stu-
dents are confident enough in basic grammar and construction to truly express their thoughts 
and engage in writing worthy of their imaginations.”

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
For a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.mywritinglab.com

“I’m surprised each semester when I pull the data that students have 
improved as much as they do. And the results clearly document 
MyWritingLab’s effectiveness because I haven’t changed my teaching 
approach.  I’m really acting now as an administrator for MyWritingLab,”

—Professor Richard Dice

Of the 44 

students who  

completed 

English 101 using 

MyWritingLab,  

75% passed.  

College-wide 

passing rates for 

English 101 without 

MyWritingLab  

were only 51%
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jACkson stAte Community CoLLege ( jsCC) enrolls approximately 4000 students, coming 
predominantly from rural, small-town high schools.  nearly 25% of  incoming freshmen 
(or approximately 500 students) take a developmental writing course, placing into either 
Basic or developmental Writing.

meeting students’ needs
myWritingLab was deployed at jsCC to improve the developmental writing courses in 
two ways.  first, instructors sought more individualization of  instruction.  Professor teri 
maddox notes, “We wanted students to be able to work ahead or to spend a longer time 
on topics that are weak areas for them.  myWritingLab enables us to do that.”  the sec-
ond challenge was standardization.  With so many students needing a successful outcome 
in developmental writing in order to progress in their education, the jsCC instructors 
wanted a consistency of  learning experience and grading across all sections.  

using myWritingLab
jsCC’s english department conducted in-service myWritingLab training for all instructors.  in 
spring 2009, all instructors, both full-time and adjuncts, were required to use myWritingLab.  
Both Basic Writing (7-8 sections) and developmental Writing (15 sections) are taught in a 
computer lab, meeting 2 1/2 hours per week.  Class periods are divided into thirds:  1/3 
lecture/grammar; 1/3 in-class writing; and 1/3 myWritingLab.  students must achieve 80% 
mastery on the myWritingLab post-test diagnostic to pass.  students use myWritingLab’s 
recall to prepare for the grammar post-test and myWritingLab’s Apply to study for a final 
writing exam, an essay to be written in class.

myWritingLab in practice in developmental english
Professor maddox appreciates the flexibility afforded by myWritingLab.  “An essential part 

case study

jackson state Community College  
jackson, tn
 instructors  Professor teri maddox; Anna harrington, Writing Lab Coordinator
 courses   english 0700  Basic Writing 

 english 0800  developmental Writing 
 LeveL   sentence to paragraph level 

 Paragraph to essay level
 text    Along these Lines: Writing sentences and Paragraphs, 3/e,  

John Sheridan Biays and Carol Wershoven

  Along these Lines: Writing Paragraphs and essays, 4/e, Biays and Wershoven

 terM covered spring 2009
contribution of MyWritingLab to finaL grade   score of  80% or higher on diagnostic post-test  

to pass course
types of data reported  student performance
course structure  1/3 lecture/grammar; 1/3 in-class writing; 1/3 myWritingLab

nearly 25% of 

incoming freshmen  

(or approximately 

500  

students) take a  

developmental  

writing course
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of learning grammar is drill and practice and yet that work is tedious and time-consuming.  
myWritingLab allows students to drill, test, and re-test until they’ve cemented grammar 
concepts—the software covers so much ground around my live instruction.  now class time 
is reserved for more sophisticated topics that a live teacher can best cover, like how and 
why to use specific examples, how to find good sources and recognize poor sources, etc.”

Professor maddox continues, “some people feel that grammar exercises do not help 
advance writing ability; i disagree.  understanding grammar and structure is essential to 
good writing.  Without those bedrock tools, students’ writing will not improve and what’s 
more, students won’t understand why.  this is a core benefit of  myWritingLab.”

Anna harrington, jsCC’s Writing Lab Coodinator, says, “myWritingLab is by far the 
best of  all the online writing programs and the easiest for our students to use.  We’ve 
modularized our course to match the organization of  myWritingLab.”

resuLts
in the spring 2009 term, in the five sections of english 700 reporting results, average pre-test 
scores were 61.9% and post-test scores were 77.9%.  ten sections of english 800 kept test 
data and they reported pre-test scores of 64.2% and post-test scores of 81.3%.

Anna harrington says,  “our students’ scores improve 20 percentage points using 
myWritingLab, and the improvement is consistent from section to section and term to 
term—so we know that myWritingLab is effective and reliable.  Assessments are not sub-
jective so results do not vary among full-time and adjunct faculty.  With subjectively graded 
materials, we sometimes encounter disparities resulting from a few instructors unwittingly 
inflating grades.  With myWritingLab, the assessment results are true and consistent.”

myWritingLab:  revolutionizing the classroom
Professor maddox offers, “it’s difficult to stress this enough--grammar is essential to good 
writing.  myWritingLab gives students an academic vocabulary.  they understand what 
a comma splice is and what a thesis statement is.  students are not getting this prepara-
tion in k-12 and they absolutely flounder if  they attempt Composition 1 without it.  But 
myWritingLab prepares them with an academic vocabulary crucial to success in Comp 1.”

“individualized instruction revolutionizes the classroom,” asserts Professor maddox, 
“Before we used myWritingLab, i could cover perhaps ten topics in a term--so teach-
ing was a triage activity.  if  seven or eight students missed subject/verb agreement on 
an assessment exam, i’d have to cover it in class, wasting the time of  the students who 
already understood the concept.  now students take a diagnostic test and each student 
follows an individualized learning plan, covering exactly what he or she needs to master.”

in the future
“this resource is so deep,” concludes Professor maddox.  “We can only use a portion of  
myWritingLab because of  time constraints.  But i can envision using the resource in other 
courses and for broader applications.  i expect that we’ll continue to grow into and with 
myWritingLab.”

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
for a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.mywritinglab.com
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At CALiforniA stAte uniVersity, BAkersfieLd, the typical student is a non-traditional stu-
dent. the average age is 23, most students reside off-campus, and many students are bal-
ancing work and family responsibilities with their studies. in an enrollment of  nearly 8,000 
students, 38% are hispanic American and, of  those 3,000+ students, 73% are esL or 
generation 1.5. nearly two-thirds of  all freshmen admitted require english remediation. 
in an era of  budget cuts, CsuB nevertheless seeks to become the leading university in the 
California state university system.

instructors randi Brummett and Brooke hughes, based in the english department, 
began using myWritingLab in 2005 after testing five programs from different publishers. 
(Brummett and hughes changed to the myWritingLabPlus platform in 2011.) Challenged 
by seriously constrained resources, Brummett and hughes decided to reorganize their 
courses around an online learning resource in order to:

n deliver a consistent and high-quality learning experience for all students

n reliably track student learning outcomes

n address students’ individual learning needs despite class sizes that exceeded optimal limits.

students and instructors who participated in testing the five programs selected 
myWritingLab for its capacity to fulfill the stated goals as well as for its:

n intuitive, easy-to-use navigation and features

n reasonable price

n diagnostic capabilities

n  effectiveness at helping students progress from literal comprehension to internaliza-
tion in their own writing.

teaching and learning with myWritingLab
instructors Brummett and hughes began using myWritingLab in four courses. in each 
case, strong student performance results and positive feedback from students and instruc-
tors led to an increased role for myWritingLab over time. the myWritingLab courses are:

case study

California state university, Bakersfield
Bakersfield, California
 instructors  randi Brummett and Brooke hughes
 courses    developmental reading and Writing, Composition, intensive Writing Lab, upper 

division Writing Courses, Writing Across the Curriculum
 texts  Assorted with myWritingLab (CSUB adopted MyWritingLabPlus in 2011.)

terMs covered 2005-present 
contribution of MyWritingLab to finaL grade varies
types of data reported  improvement in final course grades; improvement in final course grades 

with increased usage of  myLab; improvement in pass rates over quarters; 
improvement in retention rates over quarters

course structure online, hybrid

“ the student  

success alone is 

remarkable but 

we are also realizing 

significant cost sav-

ings for the university 

at the same time that 

we are accommodat-

ing more students—

all as a direct 

result of  our using 

myWritingLab.”

—Randi Brummett and  
Brooke Hughes
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students improved average scores con-
sistently across all levels.

basic skiLLs
A bridge course offered to qualif ied entering freshmen for four weeks (just 15 class meetings) 
in the summer 
myWritingLab was introduced in 2008 as a tutoring component. Course instructors 
were paired with myWritingLab tutors who supported students’ myWritingLab work 
in the computer lab one or two days a week. students using myWritingLab improved 
an average 23 points from Pre-test to Post-test in just four weeks. in 2009, Brummett 
and hughes replaced the traditional lecture format with myWritingLab. in this intensive 
course, instructors support students’ independent work, providing one-on-one instruction 
when needed.

reading and Writing
A developmental course
Beginning with one section in fall 2007, myWritingLab was integrated into all sections 
by spring 2008. initially taught in a hybrid format, with myWritingLab as the gram-
mar workshop component, the course was further reorganized so that students work 
online independently in myWritingLab to fulfill the grammar component. students using 
myWritingLab consistently improve an average of  24 points from Pre-test to Post-
test.  Commented Brummett and hughes, “myWritingLab allows us to deploy precious 
instruction resources almost surgically, to one student at a time and at the moment that 
students express the need. myWritingLab helps us to transform the challenge of  limited 
faculty into a real positive for both students and instructors.”

criticaL thinking and Writing
A developmental course covering essay writing using rhetorical modes
myWritingLab was introduced as a pilot in winter 2008 and soon integrated into all sec-
tions as a replacement for a mini-lecture component that had proved difficult for many 
non-resident students to attend. instead, students work independently in myWritingLab, 
achieving mastery of  the required grammar topics at their own pace with support, when 
needed, from instructors. students using myWritingLab improve an average of  17 points 
from Pre-test to Post-test.

“students were previously required to attend ten mini-lectures on grammar topics,” 
Brummett and hughes note, “but since they didn’t find out about these mini-lectures until the 
first week of class, they often couldn’t attend any of them due to schedule conflicts. now, the 
students can do their grammar work on their own time, at their own pace.”

MyWritingLabpLus
A Humanities course offered to assist students with effective writing and grammar skills at any level. 
Students may elect to sign up or a faculty member may recommend students for the course.
Beginning in 2006, this course was organized around myWritingLab in a fully online model. 
students work independently on their myWritingLab-generated personalized study plan with 
access to other resources, such as Pearson tutor services, offered through myWritingLabPlus. 
students using myWritingLab in this humanities course consistently record 16% mastery gains.

upper division Writing
Writing-intensive courses varying in multiple disciplines at the Junior/Senior level

Writing across the curricuLuM
Any courses and level outside of English, excluding upper division writing courses
Beginning in 2010, upper division writing and WAC courses began using 
myWritingLabPlus. these courses use the program in a multitude of  ways, varying 
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retention rates improved significantly 
with the integration of  myWritingLab.

in choice of  topics, mastery level, and workload. students using myWritingLabPlus 
in upper division writing courses average an 18% gain from Pre-test to Post-test. 
students in WAC courses using myWritingLabPlus experienced a gain of  25% from 
Pre-test to Post-test.

expanding use of  myWritingLab
from a base of  four courses, Brummett and hughes have expanded the use of  
myWritingLab at CsuB, partnering with departments across the university and custom-
izing curricula to meet student and instructor needs. in addition to the original four 
english courses, myWritingLab is now an optional component of  freshman Composition, 
and is used in the graduate studies Center. Currently, CsuB is using myWritingLab in 
an innovative bridge program with two local high schools (one public, one private) to 
improve students’ skills before they enter CsuB as freshmen. instructors Brummett and 
hughes are also sharing their myWritingLab model and best practices with other schools, 
including Bakersfield College, Csu fresno, honolulu Community College, and hannepin 
technical College.

Brummett and hughes report, “We work closely with faculty to track student 
performance results as well as qualitative measures of  myWritingLab’s effectiveness. 
myWritingLab has improved student performance by all the key measures: improved 
comprehension scores and final grades, improved retention, and more rapid progression 
from non-credit developmental courses to for-credit courses. Qualitatively, instructors 
report a great deal of  satisfaction with myWritingLab. instructors can use class time more 
productively, can monitor students’ progress more closely, and can provide immediate 
assistance when students need help. students gain immeasurably by taking responsibility 
for their own learning process. And perhaps most importantly, with myWritingLab, stu-
dents are writing better papers.”

myWritingLabPlus now in use university-wide
in 2011, CsuB elected to adopt myWritingLabPlus university-wide, giving students 
customized fee-based access to myWritingLabPlus. All CsuB students have access to 
myWritingLabPlus 100% of  the time. recently, a computer lab on campus was trans-
formed into a myWritingLabPlus headquarters, staffed by paid undergraduates who 
are experienced myWritingLabPlus users and who received an additional nine weeks of  
myWritingLabPlus training. Any student may seek help with myWritingLabPlus at the new 
headquarters. the myWritingLabPlus headquarters also functions as a sister site to the 
Writing resource Center. Brummett and hughes explain, “if  a student at the Writing 
resource Center needs extra help on a topic or topics, he or she will receive a form and 
go to the myWritingLabPlus headquarters where those topics are unlocked for him or 
her and then checked off  once mastered.”

“ myWritingLab has improved student performance by all the key mea-
sures: improved comprehension scores and final grades, improved reten-
tion, and more rapid progression from non-credit developmental courses 
to for-credit courses. And perhaps most importantly, with myWritingLab, 
students are writing better papers.”

—Randi Brummett and Brooke Hughes
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myWritingLab and Writing Across the Curriculum
Brummett and hughes are partnering with faculty across the university to offer 
customized myWritingLab support to students. instructors can elect either of  two 
models. they can have students sign up for the humanities course or elect to incor-
porate a myWritingLab component into their existing course. for instructors who 
choose the incorporated option, Brummett and hughes train the instructor and assist 
him/her in creating a custom course in myWritingLab for students. many more fac-
ulty across campus are now involved with and trained in myWritingLab. Brummett 
and hughes explain, “more instructor involvement helps with time management, 
speeds up solutions when students reach roadblocks, and motivates both students 
and instructors. some faculty members were initially reluctant to adopt a technology 
resource, but students loved myWritingLab so much that instructors fed off  students’ 
enthusiasm and transitioned with ease.”

Writing Across the Curriculum faculty evaluations of  
myWritingLab:
history departMent:
“this is just what my students needed in this course. the combination of  myWritingLab 
and Pearsontutor services is invaluable.”

geoLogy departMent:
“ever since my students enrolled in humanities with myWritingLab, their writing has 
improved, and it takes me less time to mark up their papers.”

pubLic poLicy & adMinistration departMent:
“it’s been a long time since my students have had an english course. myWritingLab is a 
good way for them to get that information quickly and painlessly.”

business departMent:
“my students frequently would tell me how easy myWritingLab was to use and how 
much they learned from it. i could definitely see an improvement in the first three weeks 
of  them working in myWritingLab.”

Conclusion
“We began using myWritingLab in the english department. gradually we’ve expanded our 
focus, partnering with faculty in departments across the university from music to Business, 
Chemistry to social Work. We’ve trained 29% of  CsuB faculty to use myWritingLab and 
have experienced outstanding success in writing across the curriculum. the student suc-
cess alone is remarkable but we are also realizing significant cost savings for the university 
at the same time that we are accommodating more students—all as a direct result of  our 
using myWritingLab.”

—Randi Brummett and Brooke Hughes

anaLysis

students progressed more rapidly from 
non-credit developmental courses to 
for-credit courses with the integration 
of  myWritingLab
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An interview with 
Professor Rochelle Harden 

 Parkland College 
Champaign, IL 

 

Course Information 
I teach ENG 099: Writing Skills Review II (3 credit hours) with MyWritingLab. This is a required course—Parkland College’s 
policy is mandatory assessment and mandatory placement. I have four face-to-face sections per semester with up to 20 
students per section. Class is held in a computer lab classroom. Both traditional and non-traditional students take this 
course—most are working part-time and have full-time jobs outside of class. 
 
My course is set up in MyWritingLab with D.J. Henry’s book, Writing Matters: Process and Practice as the foundation for the 
lessons, but that is not the book students buy at the bookstore. The students purchase The MyWritingLab Handbook, a 
custom Pearson text that I wrote. 
 
The objective of ENG 099 is to prepare students for the demands of college-level writing, more specifically for the demands 
of their ENG 101 class. This means a systematic review of grammar and practice producing multiple paragraph essays that 
are approximately four to five pages in length. Essays must contain all the basic features of essay writing: correct grammar, 
mechanics, and usage; thesis statement; supporting points; topic sentences; concluding sentence; transition elements; 
introductions; conclusion; detailed development of idea; unity; coherence; logical organization; etc.  
 
Assessment 
MyWritingLab makes up 90% of the overall course grade. Attendance makes up the other 10%. Students complete 
approximately 42 lessons in MyWritingLab. For all lessons, students must complete the Recall and Apply exercises with a 
score of 80% or better. Approximately five lessons require students to write a paragraph for the Write exercise. 
Approximately seven lessons require students to write an essay for the Write exercise. Like the Recall and Apply lessons, 
students must earn 80% or better on the Write exercises. Students must complete all of the lessons in MyWritingLab or 
they fail the class.  
 
Implementation 
I have used MyWritingLab for eight semesters. I chose to use MyWritingLab because I was looking for a better way to close 
the feedback loop on students’ grammar exercises. I looked at a variety of systems that provided students with grammar 
practice, but MyWritingLab was the only program that incorporated sound pedagogy alongside grammar practice.  
 
In regards to how I incorporate MyWritingLab into my course, I have changed how I used it over the years. First, I started by 
assigning everything, but now I am comfortable with the following lesson plan: 
Students are required to take the diagnostic Pre-Tests, but not the Post-Tests. 
 

• Under the Getting Ready to Write section, I turn off the lesson on Getting Started, and require the students to 
complete The Writing Process and Prewriting. 

 

• Under the Using Patterns of Organization to Develop Paragraphs section, I turn off almost everything because the 
focus of this class in on essay writing, not paragraph writing. Students are required to complete the following 
lessons: Revising the Paragraph, Editing the Paragraph, Recognizing the Paragraph, The Topic Sentence, and 
Developing and Organizing a Paragraph. 

 

• Under the Writing and Essay section, I leave everything available except for the lessons on Division Writing, 
Definition Writing, and Cause and Effect Writing. Our program does not focus on modes, so these methods of 
paragraph development are implemented into the other sections. I do not use the writing assignments available in 
this section. I have added my own writing assignments. 

 

• Under the Mastering Grammar, Punctuation, and Mechanics with MyWritingLab section, I hide all of the grammar 
lessons related to common ESL issues because at Parkland the ESL students have their own developmental program 
and course. I hide the following lessons: Combining Sentences; Varying Sentence Structure (because these 
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two items are revising not editing concerns); Prepositions; Parallelism (because this is a lesson best taught with 
examples of students’ writing); Semicolons, Colons, Dashes, and Parenthesis (because semicolons and colons are 
useful but dashes and parenthesis are not); Misplaced and Dangling Modifiers (not a common issue with my 
students); Nouns; and Articles. Everything else is available to students. However, I hide all the Write exercises 
related to grammar. It is easier to reinforce the grammar lessons in students’ paragraph and essay assignments. 

 

• Under Additional Topics, many of the topics are hidden: Abbreviations and Numbers, Verbs, Pronouns, Summary 
Writing, Critical Thinking: Responding to Text and Visuals, Research Process, Editing the Essay, and Vocabulary 
Development. It seems like this section is the catch-all for whatever didn’t fit in the previous sections.  

 
Everyday students get on the computers and work on the lessons in MyWritingLab based on how they did on the 
diagnostics. I grade the Write exercises that they have sent to me while they work, and I help students one-on-one with 
specific lessons or specific writing assignments. I rarely lecture, but when I do, it is most often related to common errors 
students have in their writing. 
 

Benefits for Instructors 

There are numerous benefits of using MyWritingLab for me. First, I don’t have to grade grammar exercises; students don’t 
have to wait to get the results of their grammar exercises; students get immediate feedback on grammar exercises; students 
only need to work on the grammar lessons that they personally struggle with.  
 
Second, MyWritingLab allows me to focus on students’ writing. The writing assignments roll in as students work on the 
lessons. I am less overwhelmed by the amount of grading because I get to view multiple drafts and watch the paper grow as a 
project. I can spend more one-on-one time with students to address their writing problems. I don’t have to rely on students’ 
memory to make the changes in their essays. I can type up all of my advice and instructions.  
 
Third, MyWritingLab helps me track students’ progress. I don’t have to drill down needlessly and produce one-size-fits-all 
reports that don’t reveal very much about student learning. I know when students log on, I know how much time they spend 
on assignments, I know whether or not they viewed the video, I can see charts of their progress on lessons, I can keep 
constant track of their grades, the system alerts me when students are having trouble, etc.  
 
Fourth, MyWritingLab is a paperless tracking system of all my students’ work. I would never be able to manage all the 
homework assignments and essays for 80 students if I went back to a paper-based class. Plus, I don’t have to lug around 
stacks of papers.  
 
However, MyWritingLab is not just a neat way to organize assignments and lessons. It is a Learning Management System that 
utilizes best practices for developmental composition as its foundation. The design, layout, and functionality of MyWritingLab 
is based on a few important principles: simplicity, mastery learning, multiple opportunities to practice skills and writing, on-
going progress reports, and individualized lessons plans.  
 
What is my favorite feature of using MyWritingLab? I really like the calendar feature that allows me to assign due dates; it 
helps me keep students on track. 
 

Benefits for Students 

Many of my students do not possess good study habits or work ethics. If I assign a chapter to read from a textbook, only my 
best students will read it. If there isn’t a clear benefit to an activity, students will not do it. If it isn’t being graded, students 
won’t do it. Few students want to learn for the sake of learning. MyWritingLab lets me turn that system upside down. 
Students have hundreds of assignments they have to complete. Many of them cannot be completed without watching the 
video or reviewing the textbook. This forces students to access the information they need to answer the questions. Of 
course, the requirement that students master assignments, not just complete them, puts even more pressure on students to 
learn the material. Furthermore, I withhold my help unless I see the notes taken from the video. Students are not allowed to 
cut corners.—the assignments are too difficult for that. Without them realizing it, students become engrossed in their 
progress. Many students prefer to work on the lessons than listen to me lecture. MyWritingLab has motivation built-in to the 
platform. Students are proud of themselves when they do well. They are proud when they get a blue check mark. They often 
tell me so. Of course, the all-or-nothing policy I put in place also places even more pressure on students. 
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MyWritingLab allows students to learn at their own pace, systematically review the grammar lessons they have problems 
with, and use multimedia (video and interactive exercises) to learn the course material. 
 
Conclusion 

My best practices for MyWritingLab are as follows: 

• Set mastery to 80%. 

• Sit on your hands when you grade the first draft of the writing assignments. Focus on clarity of ideas. 

• Use one-on-one time to help students develop their own unique voice. 

• Be a personal cheerleader when students are successful. 

• Check MyWritingLab every day. After you check your email, check MyWritingLab. Make sure students are logging in 
for homework time, making progress, and completing written assignments. 

• Grade a little bit every day. 
 
I plan on expanding my use of MyWritingLab. I am in the process of writing a textbook that goes along with MyWritingLab. 
Hopefully, the fully integrated e-text will provide students with even more resources. 
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An interview with 
Instructor Meri Weiss 

The College of New Rochelle 
New Rochelle, NY 

Course Information 
We use MyWritingLab in our “Writing Lab” hybrid course. It is a grammar intensive, non-credit bearing course. We run 
between three to five sections per semester using the custom text Writing for Life, by Pearson and The College of New 
Rochelle. 
 
Our first-semester non-traditional students take Writing Lab in conjunction with the first English course in a three-course 
sequence. This nine-week course was created to teach (or review) basic concepts of writing. Students focus on the 
foundations of writing, i.e., grammar, rather than essay writing. Both classroom lessons and MyWritingLab are used to focus 
solely on grammar. 
 
 
Assessment 
Students must submit a portfolio at the end of the course; portfolios are deemed pass or fail based on a few requirements, 
though the focus is on a reflective letter and multiple drafts of one essay that they begin in the sixth week of Writing Lab. If 
the portfolio earns a pass, the student earns a number grade based on attendance/participation, class work (via the 
textbook), and MyWritingLab (completion of all required exercises in addition to the pre- and post-diagnostics). 
MyWritingLab counts for 50% of the final grade. 
  
 
Implementation 
We have used MyWritingLab since the spring of 2008. We chose to use MyWritingLab because of the inexhaustible supply of 
grammar exercises, the immediate feedback students receive, the review lessons on each topic, and the user-friendliness for 
both students and professors. 
 
The way that MyWritingLab is specifically incorporated into the course is students are assigned specific Apply exercises in 
required topics (the table of contents is customized for our classes and matches our syllabus). Students have to master at 
least three Apply exercises in the given topics. Mastery level is 80%. It is suggested that students do as many Recall exercises 
as they need to in order to learn the topic, then they move on to master the Apply exercises.  
 
 
Benefits 
MyWritingLab augments the classroom lessons and covers more territory than a professor can realistically cover in nine 
weeks. It teaches the students to become self-directed, and it offers an inexhaustible supply of lessons per topic. I like having 
the ability to oversee the students’ progress and determine not only their overall improvement, but how they have improved 
in specific areas. The “Big Brother” aspect of seeing when they log on and for how long is also useful. 
 
My students enjoy the immediate feedback from MyWritingLab, and literally see what they have done wrong if they mark an 
answer incorrectly. It helps them succeed because they can, and do, practice certain topics until they understand them both 
in and out of the writing context. They can learn outside of the classroom, on their own time. 
 
 
Conclusion 
My advice to new instructor-users is to dedicate some time at the beginning of the course to help students register and 
show them how to navigate MyWritingLab with ease. 
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An interview with 
Assistant Professor Ken Holliday 

Southern State  
Community College 

Wilmington, OH  

 

Course Information 
I use MyWritingLab in the course Preparation for College Composition, a developmental English writing class. This three-
credit course is an elective, specifically designed for students who need some remedial work and are not quite ready for 
college-level writing. I use the Pearson text Writing Matters by D.J. Henry. This is a commuter campus, and primarily 
nontraditional students take this class.   
 
This year I taught six sections of the course—one online section, five face-to-face. The class is capped at 15 students per 
section. This quarter I was fortunate to have my class in a computer lab, but we also have mobile labs with a bank of laptops 
that can be wheeled into a room. We do some MyWritingLab work in class, but the majority is assigned for homework. If 
students do not have a computer at home, they can go various locations on campus to work on MyWritingLab.    
 
I have used MyWritingLab for approximately four years. I chose it because I thought it was a superior product in terms of 
using an online supplemental for English classes. I also use MyCompLab, MyLiteratureLab, and MyTechCommLab in other 
courses I teach. 
 
When students are through with the 10 weeks of this course, I want them to be ready to have a smooth transition to English 
101. Some of the course objectives are for students to have an understanding of the writing process, to understand different 
writing purposes and audiences they could be addressing, to distinguish formal versus informal writing; a primary objective is 
for students to develop a better understanding of grammar and punctuation.   
 
Assessment 
Work in MyWritingLab is worth 20% of the final grade. The MyWritingLab grammar diagnostic test is worth 10% and is part 
of the final exam. The other 70% is informal and formal writing assignments. 
 
Implementation 
The MyWritingLab diagnostic Pre-Test in grammar is one of the first things I assign after students register. It helps me see 
where they are—oftentimes the average is very low. It justifies why these students are in the class to begin with. At the end 
of the term, students take the grammar diagnostic Post-Test—same topics, different questions.   
 
The class I teach is a paragraph to essay class. I use MyWritingLab primarily for grammar practice/quizzes. MyWritingLab has 
tutorials on all the different aspects of writing. Students take the Recall and Apply exercises to test out of a specific topic. 
Last quarter, I assigned about 26 Recall and Apply exercises. I also use MyWritingLab’s tutorials on the writing process—
there is some excellent instruction with essay writing.  
 
There are many features I like, but what stands out for me are the videos that students can access to review topics. The 
videos concisely explain the topics we have been covering, they are interesting, and they capture students’ attention. 
 
Benefits 
Students get instant feedback on mistakes they make in MyWritingLab. Previously, grammar, writing process, and patterns of 
organization homework was completed in a workbook. Oftentimes, only select answers were given, so if a student was 
having problems, s/he would be stuck until the next time class met. I think MyWritingLab helps students do more work on 
their own. This is a big benefit. We will go over a topic in class, but if the student is working on that topic and needs a 
refresher, all of the information is right there in MyWritingLab. It is convenient. There is even a link to the specific section of 
the eText that covers each topic.  
 
One of the benefits I have noticed is that the students are leaving my class with a better understanding of grammar. Last fall, I 
taught four sections of developmental composition, and I saw huge increases from the Pre- to Post-Tests. This quarter, the 
average grade on the grammar test improved 22 points in 10 weeks. At the beginning of the course, the average was an F 
and now it is at least a C+. I think that is significant. Last fall, the difference was even more remarkable. 
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Conclusion 

Overall, I am extremely pleased with MyWritingLab. In the last few years, my teaching in developmental writing has 
improved, and much of that has to do with MyWritingLab. Our students using MyWritingLab are benefitting from it 
significantly. 
 
Beginning in fall 2012, our school will be converting from the quarter system to semesters. I did the semester conversion for 
the course Preparation for College Composition and pushed to have MyWritingLab adopted department-wide. That is how 
much I support it. I am looking forward to this transition because now MyWritingLab will not only benefit me, but it will 
benefit our whole English department and all of our students taking developmental writing. 
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An interview with 
Professor Beverly Neiderman 

Kent State University 
Kent, OH 

 

Course Information 
I use MyWritingLab in the second semester of a two-semester course Introduction to College Writing I. Students are placed 
in this class based on low ACT, SAT, or COMPASS scores. Our work focuses on improving basic writing and critical thinking 
skills needed for students to reach College Writing I standards. 
 
Assessment 
MyWritingLab counts for 10% of the overall course grade.  
 
Implementation 

• The focus of our work is sentence structure.  I require a mastery of 70% for all assignments and allow students to retake 
any section as often as needed for them to understand the section successfully. I assign the Diagnostic at the beginning of 
the semester, and students choose appropriate topics they have not mastered as individual exercises to work on.  

• I ask students to create a MyWritingLab log to list such information as the time spent on each section, what they 
learned, and the difficulties or successes they had completing a section to reinforce the learning.  

• I then require that students make a list of the “rules” they learned in each section so they can use them as they edit 
their drafts for sentence structure variety and correctness.  

• I suggest that students can work on any of the other MyWritingLab sections on the writing process to review and 
reinforce what we cover in class and offer extra points for extra work. This helps build their sentence structure 
background and improve their writing competency and flow. 

 
Benefits 
Many of the students placed in this class do not understand basic sentence structure and tend to write fragmented or run-on 
sentences. Once students begin to use the skills they’ve learned in MyWritingLab in their own writing, they become aware of 
the sentence structures in a different way than they had prior to using MyWritingLab. This retention and carry-over to their 
own work is exactly what is needed. MyWritingLab adds to a student’s overall understanding of the material because of the 
variety of ways it presents information. Video, audio, and text instructions teach students how to use the various structures; 
practice exercises offer good examples to help students learn how to identify and use these structures. 
 
The ease of using the program has a positive effect on student learning. The instant feedback—with clear explanation of the 
error if there is one—is extremely helpful. Students don’t have to wait until the next class day to ask the instructor about an 
error made in the homework exercise. Student ability to retake any section as many times as needed to receive an 
acceptable score relieves the stress some students feel when they just don’t understand how a structure is made. Students 
are able to work with each other in collaborative peer editing sessions and seem to communicate more clearly to each other 
because MyWritingLab gives them a common experience to rely on.   
 
As the instructor communicating with my students, I can refer to the various sections in MyWritingLab and ask them to 
review the explanation or complete more exercises to become more proficient in a weak area. We sometimes do this 
together on computers in the classroom. MyWritingLab has freed my class session time to work on other writing process 
issues in addition to reinforcing the lessons in MyWritingLab. Students seem to understand and retain the concepts in 
MyWritingLab better than in all their previous years learning sentence issues, and this gives us a good base to discuss student 
strengths and weaknesses.  
 
Conclusion 
Students like how MyWritingLab helps them overcome their sentence structure weaknesses to become better writers. The 
individuality of the program is geared to each student's needs and specific strengths and weaknesses, giving immediate 
feedback and clear explanations on each section studied. As the instructor, I like this program because it works to improve 
student awareness of various sentence structures. I also like the ease it takes to explain the program and then let the student 
work with it, thus freeing me to work on other areas of their writing weaknesses. I will continue to use the program and am 
happy to share my work with anyone who is interested in it. 
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EquippEd with a 30-station computEr lab within the san diego community college 
English center and aware of  area high school students’ need for basic skills strength-
ening, professors Gavin brown and chris baron incorporated the Early college high 
school program and launched it in early 2009.  the program was initiated by the Gates 
Foundation in the form of  a grant to san diego city college, san diego high school, and 
san diego Early middle college.  the grant focuses on college course taking and college 
readiness for high school students.  English 12 is one of  the core offerings of  the program 
and admits area high school students to sdcc for a multiple-term refresher course in 
reading, writing, and critical thinking skills designed to raise students’ proficiency, college 
readiness skills, and to help them achieve higher scores in the required california high 
school Exit Exam (cahsEE) and other standardized tests like the sat.  baron and brown 
had both used pearson English mylabs with positive results and chose to develop the 
new course using myskillslab as the primary curriculum.

“we chose myskillslab because it offered a versatile platform that we could cater to 
individual and class needs,” says professor Gavin brown. “our primary goal was to give high 
school students the benefits of  a college course while also providing a platform that would 
assist in their preparations for mandatory state examinations.  while our initial focus was on 
helping high school students, we have extended the course to college students as well.”

myskillslab forms the core curriculum for a self-paced course.  students take the 
pre-test diagnostic and then pursue the individualized study plan created for them by 
myskillslab.  after completing the designated activities, students take the post-test diag-
nostic to assess their retention and mastery.  as students progress, they move beyond 
sentence-level work to focus on paragraph and essay writing. 

teaching with myskillslab
“one of  the clearest benefits of  myskillslab,” insists baron, “is the initial diagnostic that 
gives us an immediate and clear understanding of  students’ individual knowledge and 
needs.  myskillslab enables us to target our teaching from day one of  the term, delivering 
exactly the help that each student requires. we use myskillslab as a core part of  our cur-
riculum in English 12 for every level of  student in courses all across the curriculum.”

Case study

san diego city college
san diego, california

 InstruCtors professor Gavin brown and professor christopher baron
 Course  English 12 basic English review
 text   English simplified, 12/e by Blanche Ellsworth and John A. Higgins with MySkillsLab

 terms Covered  spring 2009-spring 2010
ContrIbutIon of myskIllslab to fInal grade  100%
types of data reported    improvement in final course grades 

improvement in standardized test scores 
improvement in drop/fail/withdraw (retention) rates over previous semesters

Course struCture  hybrid: lecture/lab

analysIs
students using myskillslab are dem-
onstrating significant skills gains and 
retention, improved final course 
scores, and improved passing rates 
with superb retention rates.

Average pre-test
Average post-test

Spring and 
Fall 2009

Spring and 
Summer 2010

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

57%

70%

59%

75%

37 students
100% retention

281 students
92% retention

student performance im-
provement with myskillslab
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brown adds, “because we do not use myskillslab in a traditional lecture setting, it 
allows me greater flexibility to meet with students on an individual basis and deliver pre-
cisely the instructional assistance they need.  our goal with myskillslab is to focus on 
acceleration in basic skills courses, minimize the time our students spend in lower-level 
basic skills courses, and help students move swiftly to transfer-level courses.”

learning with myskillslab
brown and baron report that students find myskillslab very user-friendly.  Even students 
with negligible technology experience are quickly acclimated and motivated to explore 
the program independently.

myskillslab supports a range of  learning styles.  “students often mention how the 
self-paced programming and the video tutorials have helped them better understand the 
material both in the program and in their other classes,” asserts brown.

both baron and brown insist that myskillslab fosters collaboration among students 
and that this collaboration helps develop essential interpersonal skills.  brown says, “i 
have noticed, especially in the high school students i work with, that myskillslab allows 
for a greater opportunity for students to work together and help each other.”

results
professor brown says, “myskillslab counts for 100% of  a student’s final grade.  currently, 
in evaluating the successful completion of  the course, we are looking at the correlation 
between the pre-test diagnostic, the successful completion of  the course work assigned 
in the study plan, and the skills retention rates shown in the post-test diagnostic. we are 
definitely seeing an improvement in test scores with myskillslab.”  professor baron adds, 
“myskillslab has helped some basic skills students to re-enter a regular course of  study.  
and, we are seeing high school students who were at risk of  failure able to pass the 
cahsEE thanks to myskillslab.”

future
the success of  the myskillslab program at sdcc is fueling plans for wider use. while 
the initial goal was to assist high school students, the myskillslab-based refresher course 
continues to evolve and support expanding populations of  students at sdcc. now serv-
ing both high school and college students, professor brown is offering more sections of  
English 12, customizing the myskillslab curriculum to address students’ needs for basic, 
advanced, or critical thinking skills support. additionally, baron and brown are in talks 
with several sdcc academic departments about potentially offering more contextualized 
learning using myskillslab-based refresher courses specifically designed to support stu-
dents in curriculum areas like nursing and other career tech programs.

professor brown says, “we continue to evolve the program to best meet the needs of  
our high school and college students.  we feel there is great potential with myskillslab, 
and we are already seeing success among our students. myskillslab has been a positive 
experience, and we are excited to expand our use of  the program and record greater 
student performance improvements.”

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
For a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.myskillslab.com

“myskillslab 

has helped some 

basic skills students to  

re-enter a regular course 

of  study.  and, we are 

seeing high school stu-

dents who were at risk  

of  failure able to pass 

the CaHsee 

thanks to myskillslab.”

—Professor Christopher Baron
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An interview with  
Jennifer McLearen 
Program Coordinator 

Academic and Career Expressway  
Piedmont Virginia Community College 

Charlottesville, VA 

Program Information  
In January 2010, Piedmont Virginia Community College was awarded a Department of Education grant from FIPSE (Fund for 
the Improvement of Postsecondary Education) to create a program that focused on developmental education for adults (age 
25+) returning to school. The program is called Academic and Career Expressway (ACE). ACE is specifically geared towards 
professional adults who lost their jobs and need job re-training, or who want to complete a one- or two-year degree or 
certificate program. These adults are at college level to receive professional training.  
 
As Program Coordinator since January 2010, it has been my job to conceptualize the ACE program and to define the 
curriculum. For the first six months, I did a lot of research to find the best curriculum and platform for our program. We 
knew we wanted the curriculum to be in an online format because that would be the easiest way to accommodate our 
students’ needs. Most of our students want to complete a one-year certificate program or a two-year degree; in the past, we 
found that students who tested into a lower level of English or Math could get stuck in developmental education for years. 
This is unacceptable both financially and academically. ACE was designed to work with adults specifically to individualize their 
curriculum and to meet them where they are at. We chose the Pearson product MyFoundationsLab to best suit the needs of 
our program. In fall 2010, we started our first class of students. This is our second term and we currently have 61 students 
enrolled (55 developmental math, 6 developmental English).  
 
Course Information 
In the ACE program, students take the developmental math course, the developmental English course or both. Course credit 
depends on each student’s entry level and the level they are trying to achieve. If they are doing a certificate program, they 
might only have to get to the middle level of developmental math, in which case the class is less credit. It’s a one, two, or 
three credit class for math depending on where the student is, and in English, it’s either three or four credits.  
This course is hybrid and self-paced. We have a structure for what students need to complete within a semester; we have 
guidelines for students to follow. If they are falling way off of the benchmark, we intercede and try to move that student 
along with the coaching team.  
 
Class time is scheduled in two-hour blocks twice a week. During class, students have the opportunity to interact one-on-one 
with their “Academic Coach” who serves as a content tutor, MyLab guide, and success skills coach on topics such as 
organization and note taking. Tutors are present during class time and can manage a classroom of up to 15 students.  
 
Implementation 
We rely heavily on the MyFoundationsLab curriculum, because students have access to abundant resources and content 
including videos and activities. In our program, mastery is set at 80%. Students watch instructional videos and work through 
exercises within a chapter of MyFoundationsLab. Once they finish a chapter, they take a test. If they don’t get 80%, they go 
back and review and then retest. In developmental math, MyFoundationsLab is the whole curriculum. For developmental 
English, it’s a little more supplemental. We don’t use an additional textbook for English. We use the content but we ask 
more open-ended questions and have students complete different activities. We house this in a Blackboard site and then they 
use MyFoundationsLab as a supplemental “text” online.  
 
Assessment 
MyFoundationsLab helps us determine at which level our students must be; however, we also mandate that students have to 
take certain sections as a review. Students can go through things quickly that they already know how to do, but they can 
then spend more time on things that they don’t know. In English, all students have the same amount of essays required, but 
stronger writers take less time.  
 
For developmental math, MyFoundationsLab accounts for 100% of the grade; students complete all 14 chapters and must 
achieve mastery on each chapter test. For developmental English, the final grade is comprised of written essays graded by the 
instructor. MyFoundationsLab is a completion requirement. Students must complete a list of steps in each English unit at 80% 
mastery before they move on to the next unit.  
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Benefits 
I compared a lot of products that were out there and the biggest reason I wanted to use MyFoundationsLab is that it was 
very easy to customize. Because we were trying to individualize learning for students, we wanted to be able to create 
package-courses depending on where the student was starting and where the student was trying to get to. With 
MyFoundationsLab, I am able to manipulate the content and can move tests around easily. We are working with students 
one-on-one and we want to cut out any material that students don’t need, either because they know it already or because 
they don’t need it for their career path. MyFoundationsLab allows us to do that.  
 
The feature that students really like about MyFoundationsLab is that it allows them the flexibility to work from anywhere 
there is an internet connection. These are adult students who generally have a lot going on in their lives. Their required class 
time is also flexible, and students will come in and talk to the tutors about specific questions they have. They really like 
having that flexibility within the program.  
 
Students can spend as much time as they want working on the MyFoundationsLab program from home or from school. I had 
a student who was able to apply early for nursing school because she did extra work and put in extra hours with 
MyFoundationsLab and achieved the necessary mastery and scores.  
 
Of course, most students want to take their time on the course. Students like learning at their own pace; they can go as fast 
or as slow as they need. MyFoundationsLab facilitates this structure; it’s more driven by mastery learning, not by what the 
teacher says a student should be doing. Last year when I was researching products for our program, there were some I 
looked at that were more structured and forced students to go from Step A to B to C. The best part of MyFoundationsLab 
is being able to move things around and say, “Okay, this is the content that we need for this person.”  
 
At the moment, our ACE program is specifically designed for adults. We decided that students would need a certain degree 
of motivation to succeed in a self-paced program. They have to have an interview with us first, and we discuss how our 
program is different from a traditional learning format. We also verify our students have a basic set of computer skills. Most 
students are adequately computer savvy to navigate the program easily, but we do have a few that come in and struggle in 
the beginning because they’re not as familiar with the computer. MyFoundationsLab is a computer program you have to learn 
how to use, but that’s another benefit—students aren’t just learning developmental math or English—they’re also learning 
computer skills. We’ve had several students come in with low-level computer skills that have picked it up and are doing well 
now.  
 

Conclusion 
We are looking into expanding this into a course option for more students than just the ACE students. Part of what FIPSE 
wants schools to do is to create an innovative approach, test it out, and then implement it on a broader scale. That is what 
we are doing right now—we are trying to figure out what works in a developmental education environment and how we can 
use technology and use customized and individualized attention to help the student succeed. For the foreseeable future, we 
will continue to use MyFoundationsLab. 
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At BrighAm Young universitY—idAho, “students teaching students” summarizes an ethos of  
education as a collaborative enterprise.  instructor susan grover teaches an intensive writing 
course for education majors and feels a special responsibility to create an effective learning 
environment for students who are training to become teachers themselves.  grover uses 
myCompLab and structures her course in a hybrid format:  one traditional lecture per week, 
one class meeting in the computer lab, and one day of independent or peer-focussed work 
online.  in selecting myCompLab, grover wanted to create a learning environment that:

n  is student-controlled rather than teacher-controlled

n  enables students to make choices about their learning and holds them accountable 
for the choices they make

n  gives students the tools and responsibility to manage their time and other resources

the focus of grover’s course is writing but students must leave the course with a solid mas-
tery of grammar.  grover feels that teachers can only be credible in the classroom if  they 
consistently demonstrate solid grammar and mechanics.  therefore, grover’s students are 
required to complete both the pre- and post-diagnostic tests in myCompLab to identify and 
correct any weaknesses in grammar.  to achieve an A in the course, students must complete 
10 hours of independent work in myCompLab based on the results of the diagnostic pre-test.

students spend the majority of the course working through independent and peer writing exer-
cises culminating in a major collaborative research paper.  students work in myCompLab using the 
Composing space, the Peer review, Pearson tutor services, and the Avoiding Plagiarism tutorials.

Evaluating MyCoMplab
instructor grover feels that myCompLab has fulfilled the goals she set for her course and 
has transformed her teaching.  she says, “i used to think of  myself  as the creator of  learn-
ing materials.  now i am thinking more about the students and how i can facilitate their 
progress.  the advantage of  digital tools like myCompLab versus traditional textbooks is 
that myCompLab helps me to create experiences for students that will help them inter-
nalize the concepts they need.  myCompLab is an environment for students to practice 

CasE study

Brigham Young university–idaho 
rexburg, idaho
 instruCtor  susan grover
 CoursE english 313 Advanced Writing for education majors 
 lEvEl   Advanced composition; writing for the professions for juniors/seniors
 tExt the Penguin handbook, 2/e, by Lester Faigley 
  teaching grammar through Writing by Keith Polette

 tErMs CovErEd Fall 2007-spring 2009
Contribution of MyCoMplab to final gradE  80-85%
typEs of data rEportEd  student performance, student feedback
CoursE struCturE  hybrid: 1 lecture, 1 lab, 1 day online per week

studEnt fEEdbaCk

“ MyComplab 

gives me the 

opportunity  

to learn some  

things about  

technology  

that i would not  

have had before.”
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authentic application of  skills.  instead of  quizzing students on what they have read about 
writing, myCompLab asks them to demonstrate their learning through writing.”

studEnt rEsponsEs to MyCoMplab
“myCompLab gives me the opportunity to learn some things about technology that i 
would not have had before.  [english 313] feels like a student-driven course.  i like this 
feeling because i feel a sense of  ownership.  i like having the time on Friday designated to 
working with classmates [online] and wish my other classes were formatted similarly.”

Via email

“i really appreciated the tutor services.  i loved that you could send in your paper and 
receive expert feedback, then make changes and resubmit the paper as many times as 
you wanted.  the diagnostic tests are straightforward and completely self-explanatory—
much easier and less stressful than a bubble sheet and a pencil.  And you can see your 
results right away—i really like that immediate feedback.  overall, myCompLab is a good 
idea and a great program with a lot of  benefits.”

Via YouTube

“my favorite parts of myCompLab are the ability to access my work no matter where i am 
on campus, the to do links that make it so easy to track my progress through the course, the 
helpful grammar review, and the diagnostic tests that indicate exactly where i need to practice 
more.  Also, myCompLab connects students to teachers more.  instead of emailing attach-
ments and receiving a delayed response, students can go online to look at assignments simul-
taneously with the instructor and receive on-the-spot guidance and feedback.”

Via YouTube

“myCompLab made the course material more interesting for me and helped me to write bet-
ter.  Peer review was definitely facilitated by myCompLab.  it’s difficult to align the schedules 
of a group to meet face-to-face; myCompLab made it easy and enjoyable to work with peers 
online to write and revise our papers.  i would definitely recommend myCompLab.”

Via YouTube

“i found myCompLab very accessible and easy to use.  the clocks and calendar prompts 
in the to do section helped me to complete my assignments on time and stay on track in 
the course.  i used the tutor service four or five times and received very detailed, help-
ful feedback each time.  i was amazed and grateful not only at how detailed the feedback 
was but how quickly i received it—so helpful when you are juggling assignments and 
deadlines from several classes at once!  our collaborative projects worked so well with 
myCompLab.  it’s nearly impossible to meet face-to-face with your writing partners but 
with myCompLab we could view each other’s work and stay coordinated as we worked 
through our peer writing and review assignments.”

Via YouTube

futurE
myCompLab is now in use in both freshman comp and advanced writing courses at BYui.  susan 
grover examines college composition instructors’ attitudes toward digital resources—and spotlights 
her experience with myCompLab—in a doctoral study nearing completion.

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
For a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.mycomplab.com

studEnt fEEdbaCk

“ MyComplab 

connects students to 

teachers more. 

... students can  

go online to 

look at assignments 

simultaneously 

with the instructor  

and receive  

on-the-spot 

guidance and 

feedback.”
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the emPhAsis in ProFessor miCheLLe BLAke’s CritiCAL Writing Course is on working 
through all of  the stages of  the writing process in order to tap into the elements of  criti-
cal thinking, and Professor Blake has used myCompLab for five years to help students 
become better writers.

Professor Blake says, “students too often arrive in this class not knowing what they 
don’t know. myCompLab’s initial diagnostic Pre-test and the resulting personalized study 
plan give students an awareness of  what they need to learn which gives them a meaning-
ful path to follow. With myCompLab’s personalized study plan guiding their efforts, i tell 
students to take chances and learn with myCompLab, knowing that the results will show 
up in their final papers.”

she continues, “i insist that students work through all of the stages of the writing process. 
one of the central tenets of the class is the connection between writing and thinking, and i 
hope to show students that, without the stages of the writing process, thinking is limited.” 

“one of  the things i value most about myCompLab is that it helps me give students 
lots of  feedback, especially during the early stages of  the writing process that focus on 
higher-order concerns. myCompLab gives me ready access to students’ in-progress work 
for commenting. in addition, myCompLab offers the Peer review process and the superb 
Pearson tutor program for students to receive additional feedback on their writing.”

the paperless aspect of  myCompLab is appreciated by students, reports Professor 
Blake. “my students do all of  their assignments in myCompLab—only the major papers 
are submitted in hard copy form. students love that they are not swimming in paper. i 
love that i can review all of  the students’ writing before i begin class and thus customize 
my daily presentation. i can pull examples of  students’ work up on screen during class to 
demonstrate what i’m looking for in terms of  editing, revising, etc.”

tEaChing with MyCoMplab
Professor Blake says, “myCompLab shapes the way i teach and makes me more produc-
tive. i want students to be thinking about writing when they are away from my classroom. 
myCompLab makes students’ educational experience more consistent between in class 
and out of  class. And with myCompLab, each student has a personalized learning experi-
ence based on his or her needs.”

CasE study

West Chester university
West Chester, Pennsylvania
 instruCtor  michelle Blake
 CoursE  Critical Writing
 tExt   Perspectives on Contemporary issues: readings Across the disciplines  

by Katherine Anne Ackley with MyCompLab

 tErM CovErEd  spring 2011
Contribution of MyCoMplab to final gradE 5%; all assignments and work completed and submitted in 
myCompLab except four major papers
typEs of data rEportEd improvement in final course grades
CoursE struCturE traditional

“one of  the things i 

value most about 

myCompLab is that 

it helps me give 

students lots of  feed-

back, especially during 

the early stages of  

the writing process 

that focus on higher-

order concerns.”
 

—Professor Michelle Blake
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she goes on to say, “it would be extremely difficult to help 75 individual students 

work through all stages of  the writing process on all of  our writing assignments on paper 
and give them the quantity and quality of  feedback that i feel is important. But with 
myCompLab, i can monitor students’ progress, respond to areas of  difficulty, and know 
for sure that each one of  my students is on track to tackle the major papers on which the 
majority of  their grade depends.”

lEarning with MyCoMplab
Professor Blake insists, “these students understand the importance of  the writing process 
in a deep way that will serve them in future courses and beyond—and i think this is due 
to myCompLab.”

At the end of  the term, Professor Blake asks students this question: What are you 
most proud of  that you learned this semester? A sample of  their responses:

“my organization and time management skills have dramatically increased because of  
the practice and tools that i have learned in Writing 200.”

“this year i learned how important the whole writing process is. By outlining and 
preparing first drafts, i was able to write more effectively. those steps allowed me to 
improve my papers significantly. i will always complete all the steps of  the writing process 
after seeing how much it helped me this year.”

MyCoMplab’s EffECtivEnEss
Professor Blake asserts that myCompLab’s depth and flexibility complement and reinforce 
her emphasis on the writing process. “All of  my students benefit from myCompLab. i was 
particularly gratified to note, looking again at students’ results, that the seven students 
who scored lowest in the class (50 or below) on the initial myCompLab Pre-test, mea-
surably lifted their scores as they worked through the myCompLab-generated personal-
ized study plan, finishing with an average final course grade of  84. she goes on, “this 
result suggests that myCompLab helped students of  varying initial skill and ability—includ-
ing those in most need of  assistance—to succeed in the course. this result indicates the 
effectiveness of  myCompLab for all students and its flexibility in helping students across a 
range of  abilities.”

Professor Blake stresses that students’ final grade derives from their writing. 
“myCompLab is an essential resource that helps students to achieve the best writing they 
are capable of  and therefore the best final grade they can achieve.”

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
For a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.mycomplab.com

“ these students understand the importance of  the writing process in a 
deep way that will serve them in future courses and beyond—and i think 
this is due to myCompLab.”

—Professor Michelle Blake
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showed significant improvement, 
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montgomerY CoLLege students Are notABLY diverse, both ethnically and culturally. 
over 160 countries are represented in the student body with one-third of  the population 
in the 25 and older age group; nonwhites represent 66% of  the population.

Professor huergo began using myCompLab in summer 2010. in selecting myCompLab, 
she hoped to:

n  offer students an immersive, always-available resource that would complement her 
in-class instruction and result in deeper, more lasting skills and understanding

n  give students targeted assistance with grammar skill deficits, enabling them to write 
at the top of  their abilities in clearer, more error-free prose

n  assist in course management and curtail paperwork, freeing Professor huergo to 
focus her time and energy on engaging and instructing students

n  deliver a high-quality, individualized learning experience despite class sizes that 
exceed recommended composition class limits

tEaChing and lEarning with MyCoMplab
Professor huergo’s course is divided into three major units with each unit organized 
around one play and the social and political questions generated by each play. the 
broad theme for the course is gender and identity. students research, discuss, and, using 
myCompLab, write intensively about each of  the three plays through successive drafts. 
each unit is progressively more challenging, and students develop their own research 
interests in relation to each unit.

Professor huergo says, “i plunged in and placed all of  the course assignments on 
myCompLab. myCompLab is/became my ‘online graduate assistant,’ helping me man-
age the course, grade diagnostic and writing skills assignments, coordinate peer reviews, 
provide tutoring sessions, and build portfolios. the assistance was invaluable because i 

CasE study

montgomery College
rockville, maryland
 instruCtor elizabeth m. huergo, Ph.d.
 CoursE techniques of  reading and Writing ii
 tExts the Little, Brown Compact handbook with exercises by Jane E. Aaron with MyCompLab 
  revising Prose by Richard Lanham 
  they say/i say: the moves that matter in Academic Writing by Gerald Graff  and Cathy Birkenstein 
  “A doll house” by Henrik Ibsen 
  “Anna in the tropics” by Nilo Cruz 
  “m. Butterfly” by David Henry Hwang

 tErMs CovErEd spring 2010 and summer 2011
Contribution of MyCoMplab to final gradE  All assignments are required to be submitted in myCompLab
typEs of data rEportEd improvement in final course grades; improvement in final course grades with increased 
usage of myLab; improvement in pass rates over semesters; improvement in retention rates over semesters
CoursE struCturE traditional

“ the ultimate goals 

of my course are for 

students to develop their 

critical thinking 

skills and to write at 

the top of their abilities. 

myCompLab has more 

than proven its worth in 

advancing  

those goals.”
 

—Professor Elizabeth Huergo
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was able to dedicate more class time to the discussion of  ideas and the introduction and 
practice of  technical writing elements.

“students begin with the diagnostic Pre-test which helps me understand my students’ 
skills base early in the semester. the Pre-test is purely diagnostic and does not count as 
part of  the course grade. using Pre-test results, myCompLab generates a personalized 
study plan for each student. After students have worked through the course and had a 
chance to practice their skills, the Post-test, which does count as part of  the final grade, 
helps them see their improvement. Level i drafts are initial but substantive drafts. i give 
each student feedback on a few critical elements of  their draft. they revise this draft 
and then submit it for peer review. students use all of  the feedback from me, from their 
peers, and from online and campus tutors to develop a polished draft that demonstrates 
their movement through the various stages of  writing, from invention to proofreading. 
students place their final drafts in their myCompLab Portfolio. At the end of  the semes-
ter, they also post a retrospective letter in which they reflect on the process of  develop-
ing their essays within and across the course units. Attendance and participation are vitally 
important to students’ success.”

Commenting on myCompLab’s performance in meeting her needs and the needs of  
students, Professor huergo explains, “myCompLab has delivered in ways i expected and 
in some unanticipated ways, too. With myCompLab, i can get feedback to students much 
more quickly, enabling them to move on to the next draft of  their work. i can communi-
cate with students more quickly. i don’t need to waste valuable class time on organizing 
a peer review, because myCompLab handles peer review seamlessly. therefore, i am 
freed to tackle more important topics such as the practice of  library skills, the analysis of  
student writing, and the introduction of  technical skills during class time. Assignments are 
time-stamped by myCompLab, eliminating arguments and excuses. All of  the course man-
agement aspects of  teaching (course set-up, grading, administration) are vastly easier with 
myCompLab. And, i am saving my department from high copying costs and paper waste. 
in short, myCompLab is now essential to the way i teach writing.”

rEsults
Professor huergo states, “Comparing students’ average final grades before myCompLab 
and after myCompLab shows a clear upward trend. there is a dip coinciding with the 
addition of  the Portfolio component in spring 2011, but otherwise, students’ final grade 
averages have risen from B- to B+.”

“it’s important to note,” she asserts, “that our summer session is just four short 
weeks. in such a highly compressed course, it is difficult for students to practice the pro-
cess model that is central to most composition models. myCompLab gives students more 
time because it makes possible the rapid return of  students’ papers and also allows me to 
use our limited class time most effectively.”

Professor huergo concludes, “the ultimate goals of  my course are for students to 
develop their critical thinking skills and to write at the top of  their abilities. myCompLab 
has more than proven its worth in advancing those goals. i recommend myCompLab 
without hesitation.”

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
For a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.mycomplab.com

analysis
students’ average final grades show 
a clear improvement after the course 
was reorganized with myCompLab.
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At texAs A&m internAtionAL universitY, approximately 1000 freshmen take College 
Composition i and ii, in 35-40 sections of  25-30 students each. 95-98%  of  students in 
these courses are hispanic American. the vast majority of  students are the first genera-
tion in their families to attend college. Approximately half  of  students speak spanish at 
home; the other half  speak both spanish and english at home.  All speak english at school 
and are verbally articulate. most, but not all, of  Professor scaggs’ students experience dif-
ficulties with possessives, subject/verb agreement, and comma splices—challenges that 
are typical for esL/eLL students.  

When Professor scaggs arrived in 2006, myCompLab had been in use in tAmiu’s 
composition courses since 2005.  Professor scaggs notes, “i can’t take credit for choosing 
myCompLab, but it was definitely the right decision.”

tEaChing with MyCoMplab
Professor scaggs focuses her course around genre-based writing and the writing process 
with an emphasis on strengthening students’ critical reading, writing, and thinking skills. 
students begin with myCompLab’s diagnostic Pre-test which generates an assessment of  
areas they need to strengthen and a personalized study Plan that guides them through 
varied exercises.

Professor scaggs asserts, “my students are ready to write, but they need targeted 
assistance with grammar, punctuation, and mechanics before they can really express 
their thoughts effectively in writing. myCompLab’s personalized study Plan is the per-
fect solution. students take the diagnostic Pre-test and receive a personalized assess-
ment of  areas they need to strengthen along with a personalized study Plan that 
guides them through varied exercises.”

CasE study

texas A&m international university
Laredo, texas
 instruCtor   Professor deborah scaggs
 CoursEs  College Composition i / College Composition ii
 tExts  the Curious Writer by Bruce P. Ballenger with MyCompLab 
  the mercury reader 
  the Little, Brown handbook, Brief  version by Jane E. Aaron

 tErMs CovErEd  Fall 2009-spring 2010
Contribution of MyCoMplab to final gradE 10%
typEs of data rEportEd improvement in test averages over previous semesters; improvement of  diagnos-
tic Pre-test and Post-test scores within a semester
CoursE struCturE  hybrid

“ my philosophy is to let the technology (myCompLab) do what it does 
best so that i can do what i do best—teach writing.”

—Professor Deborah Scaggs

“i feel as though 

myCompLab is  

able to find your 

weaknesses as 

a writer and work 

specifically on them.  

myCompLab is almost 

like a personal 

tutor.”
—Student
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scaggs believes strongly that “decontextualized grammar instruction accomplishes 
nothing.  if  i focus on ideas in my teaching, i know that myCompLab will give students the 
personalized, targeted help that will help them master the grammar component.”

she continues, “myCompLab is the perfect complement to my teaching.  i want to 
spend valuable class time focusing on writing, not lecturing on grammar concepts that 
some students already understand. meanwhile, myCompLab does what it does best 
which is to offer an individualized study program that helps students master the funda-
mentals.  my philosophy is to let the technology (myCompLab) do what it does best so 
that i can do what i do best—teach writing.”

Professor scaggs appreciates that myCompLab tracks each student’s progress automati-
cally.  she says, “With myCompLab, i can monitor each student’s progress toward mastery of  
the designated grammar topics.  meanwhile, i observe that students’ grammar skills mastery 
translates into improved writing—and that is, after all, the goal of the course.”

lEarning with MyCoMplab
“students absolutely love myCompLab,” scaggs asserts.  “Believe it or not, they love 
doing grammar exercises online.  they love it because, with myCompLab, they can make 
as many attempts as they need to achieve mastery on each concept, and they receive 
feedback every step of  the way.  this motivates them to persevere—and their test scores 
show that the approach works.”

“myCompLab gives students a great deal of  control over their learning,” says scaggs.  
“the multimedia component is extremely effective because it allows students to choose 
to learn about a topic in the way that best fits their particular learning style.”

rEsults
Professor scaggs cautions, “the Pre- and Post-test scores do show improvement, but 
looking at these scores in isolation doesn’t give a complete view of  students’ actual 
improvement.  At tAmiu, we’ve assessed students’ actual writing and found significant 
improvement not just in grammar and mechanics but also in focus, organization, and 
development.  We’re striving for improvement in both grammar and the higher order 
writing skills.  myCompLab unquestionably has an important role in helping students to 
achieve stronger overall writing skills.”

www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs 
For a product tour or to find out more, please visit www.mycomplab.com

analysis
students achieved consistent increases 
in scores from Pre-test to Post-test 
with myCompLab. Additionally, 
instructors assessed students’ actual 
writing and noted significant improve-
ment in students’ focus, organization, 
and development in addition to gram-
mar mastery.
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An interview with 
Instructor Carol Tillema 

Hillsborough Community College 
Tampa, FL 

 

 

“MyCompLab is key in changing the writing and lives of my students and me.” 
 
Course Information 
I use MyCompLab in ENC 1101 / English Composition, a required course for all students at Hillsborough Community 
College. ENC 1101 offers instruction in the expository skills of English composition. The course focuses on prewriting, 
organization, style, grammar, and mechanics to produce coherent essays that include a strong thesis, introduction, body, and 
conclusion.  
 
The course is held twice a week—Tuesdays in the classroom, Thursdays in the computer lab. We use The Little, Brown 
Compact Handbook with Exercises and The Longman Reader. I have both traditional and nontraditional students from many 
cultures, countries and backgrounds. 
 
Assessment 
Essays count for 60%, in-class and lab writing assignments count for 15%, grammar and mechanics (hardcopy) exercises count 
for 12.5%, and 200 MyCompLab exercises count for 12.5%. 
 
Implementation 
I assign MyCompLab’s diagnostic test which delivers the exercises, and I require that students complete 200 MyCompLab 
exercises by the end of the semester. I give students some time to work on MyCompLab during our lab time, but anything 
not completed in the computer lab becomes homework/self-study. The students do know that they can access additional 
resources such as Pearson Tutor Services in MyCompLab. I also tell students that Pearson tech support is always there to 
help – 24 hours a day. 
 
Benefits 
I think using MyCompLab is very important. I chose to use MyCompLab because I was eager to incorporate more technology 
into my teaching. Many students do not read their textbooks–they are much more computer-oriented. Also, it can become a 
little stagnant sitting in the classroom, so using MyCompLab is a nice way to vary the delivery of content. On a more 
practical level, using technology saves students from carrying so many books!   
 
MyCompLab exercises are very helpful because they help students become more conscientious of their words and the 
errors they make. ENC 1101 has a strong focus on grammar and mechanics. When I correct student essays, I mark every 
single error—most students prefer it that way. It helps them become more aware of the all the mistakes they make; we learn 
together.  
 
MyCompLab makes me very happy mainly because it saves me a lot of time. Students can complete the exercises and learn at 
their own pace. I love the individualized program. 
 
Conclusion 
I am very grateful to use MyCompLab and feel proud that I can incorporate technology into my class. I love teaching the 
power of words and the effects of errors in language. It is a great tool, just as the textbook is. 
 
Overall, my students are serious about improving their lives and they try very hard. Many students do well with the exercises 
and breeze through, while others struggle more. They are thankful for the help of MyCompLab. I tell students that if they do 
their exercises, they will jump up a grade. That is what has happened in many cases. 
 
MyCompLab is an important program which allows me to step in and lead students. Through using it, I have developed a 
working relationship with Pearson folks, which is wonderful. Thank you, Pearson, for your innovation! 
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An interview with 
Professor Ann Hall 

Ohio Dominican University 
Columbus, OH 

 

Course Information 
I teach two courses using MyCompLab—College Writing I and II (three credits). These are required freshman writing courses 
that take place in a computer lab on campus. I teach two sections per semester, face to face, with about 20 students per 
section. I require two texts—Quick Access by Troyka / Hesse, which is how we get MyCompLab access, and The Allyn & Bacon 
Guide to Writing, Brief Edition, by Nadell / Langan / Comodromos. 
 
The course objectives are to introduce students to college-level writing, and to get them engaged with texts and responding to 
texts. We also want them to learn argumentation, using textual support. In the second half of the year, we work on the long 
research paper, and teach students how to go about researching, evaluating, and incorporating websites and other sources. 
 
Assessment 
MyCompLab homework counts for 20% of the final grade, and writing counts for 80% of the final grade.  
 
Implementation 
I have used MyCompLab for eight semesters. We chose to use it because students were having grammar and basic writing 
issues. I assign the MyCompLab diagnostic at the beginning of class to see how students are doing, and I assign it at the end of 
class so students can see their progress. The first year I used only the diagnostic, but every year I try to implement something 
new. We plan on using WriteClick in the near future. This year, I’m requiring that students use the Pearson Tutor Service. 
Students email me a draft first, and then they have an opportunity to get more feedback from the MyCompLab tutors. I hope 
that they will see that this works for not only this class, but their other papers, too. They need the help, and I want them to 
see that they can do this directly from their computer.   
 
I assign homework from the Allyn & Bacon Guide to Writing. After students hand in their homework, I immediately see if they 
need help with the reading from the Guide; I also see if they are making basic writing errors, such as proper use of pronouns. 
The next day, I hand back the papers, give students credit for doing their homework, and have students read about pronouns 
in MyCompLab. Then they take the quiz on pronouns in MyCompLab. With this method, students get some type of feedback 
every week and iron out basic writing issues in manageable increments.   
 
Typically at the beginning of the semester, student papers have a lot of room for improvement. Either students aren’t taking 
the work seriously or they really do need some help. To give them an opportunity to earn a few more points, I’ll say, “Look at 
your diagnostic, look at the mistakes you made on your paper, and choose a couple of the exercises in MyCompLab to work 
on. When you complete the exercises/quizzes, I will add a few points to your paper.” The extra points encourage them to do 
the work and rescue a poor grade, and the exercises help them fix basic grammar issues—again in manageable increments. 
With MyCompLab, too, students can tailor their work to their specific areas of weakness, and I don't have to come up with a 
lot of exercises to address multiple concerns.  At the beginning of the semester, we work on lower order matters such as 
pronouns, verbs, and punctuation, but later on we work on wordiness and other higher-level matters. 
 
I do like the multimedia in MyCompLab, and I assign it as homework because students are often more inclined to watch a video 
and listen to something than read it in the book. They watch the video, come back to class, and then I point out where they 
can find the same information in the book, in case they don’t have access to MyCompLab. I use this technique quite a bit.  
 
Benefits 
The benefits of MyCompLab are the skills and drills. I like the variety and the number of quizzes that students have to take. 
Students can retake many of the grammatical exercises and quizzes. I occasionally award extra points to a student for retaking 
a test or quiz.  
 
Students can access MyCompLab from home. They don’t have to be in class—that’s of course a great advantage. As I joke with 
them, "You can do grammar exercises while you're on vacation, isn't that great?!" 
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Many of our students are first-generation college students and many of them aren’t as familiar with technology as others, so 
getting them on MyCompLab gets them comfortable with technology in addition to what is specifically being taught. 
 
I do think MyCompLab helps students succeed. I have noticed improvement—they write longer sentences and longer 
paragraphs based on a combination of using MyCompLab and the in-class writing assignments that I assign. They really do 
improve. 
 
Conclusion 

I think all instructors are very busy and the thought of incorporating MyCompLab might be overwhelming, so I would advise 
a new instructor-user to make a commitment to incorporate one or two new things every semester. MyCompLab has so 
much to offer. Just press a button and try something!  
 
I think the diagnostic is really helpful as an assessment tool. If you only do one activity, have students take the diagnostic at 
the beginning of the class, and take the second diagnostic at the end of the term so they can see how they have improved.   
 
Honestly, I think anything you can do to help students focus on their writing and think about their writing as a craft is a good 
thing. MyCompLab shows them that they can learn how to write well. It encourages them to keep working and not give up. 
Students do improve and they feel good about this. They learn that writing is a lifetime practice.  
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An interview with 
Lauren Camille Mason, PhD 

Armstrong Atlantic State University 
Savannah, Georgia 

 

Course Information 
I use MyLiteratureLab in several of my courses. All my courses are face-to-face, three credit hours, and have about 30 
students per section. I teach English 1102: Intro to Literature with Beth Howell’s text, Reading to Write. This course teaches 
students how to write about literature and helps them sharpen their writing skills. This is a required course for all students. I 
also teach American Literature with MyLiteratureKit using McMichael and Leonard’s Anthology of American Literature. This fall, 
I will be using MyLiteratureLab in my upper-level African-American Literature and African Diaspora Literature courses.  
These are required for English majors. I am putting together the package where I will use MyLiteratureLab with Darlene 
Clark Hine’s African American Odyssey and another anthology entitled Black Voices.  
 
Assessment 
For my lower-level courses, MyLiteratureLab accounts for about 30% of the final grade. This 30% includes taking notes on 
the eAnthology, supplemental readings and quizzes, and work on the diagnostic exercises. In my upper-level classes, 
MyLiteratureLab accounts for about 40% of the course because students will be doing a lot more writing. 
 
Implementation: lower-level courses 
In my lower-level courses, I use MyLiteratureLab for discussion questions, quizzes, and for external readings, specifically so 
that I can free-up class time for discussion. I assign note taking on the eAnthology so students learn how to read more 
aggressively—I monitor where they are marking. This follows the first module at the beginning of the course which is “How 
to Read.”   
 
I require that students take the diagnostic test by the second week of class; they must follow the diagnostic 
recommendations regarding their strengths and weaknesses. They have to complete this as part of the class. I upload the 
syllabus and all of the handouts to MyLiteratureLab. I also use MyLiteratureLab to assign groups for group projects and for 
students to do their reflection pieces and group peer reviews. 
 
Implementation: upper-level courses 
I am still working on defining how I will use MyLiteratureLab in African-American Literature and African-American Diaspora 
Literature. I can not assign as many “busy tasks” or daily assignments. Instead, I will be using MyLiteratureLab for more 
extensive writing and for helping students with research. I will have students submit their drafts on MyLiteratureLab and 
keep an annotated bibliography. For this upcoming semester, the Darlene Clark Hine text comes with exercises, and I will 
assign discussion questions on MyLiteratureLab.   
 
Benefits 
MyLiteratureLab is a centralized communication center that has everything an instructor needs to succeed. When I create a 
class website on my own, I have to do all the work. With MyLiteratureLab, I can post announcements and assignments on 
the calendar. I can email all my students, organize them into groups, and post documents quickly. Students can upload papers 
and download handouts. MyLiteratureLab is a centralized hub that is extremely easy to use and it saves me time. 
 
I find MyLiteratureLab useful because of the diagnostic test and the unbelievable access to external resources that buttress 
the lesson. MyLiteratureLab really acts as a supplement because it allows me to do more work with the literature. I do not 
have to focus as much on technical writing—students do that on their own time. Another benefit of the eAnthology is that if 
I really want students to focus on something specific, I can project it on the screen in class. This is great. 
 
MyLiteratureLab takes a bit of a burden off of me, especially with freshman. I know the assignments are posted on the 
calendar, and I do not have to remind students anymore. It is an accountability tool because students have to learn how to 
rely on it and check their schedule. I also love that the assignments are already created for me, and I can go in and assign 
work for a month or two months out. This is a huge relief, especially teaching four classes. 
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Students love the bibliography feature, the research sources, the calendar, and the multimedia. When I taught them how to 
use the bibliography feature, I actually took them to the computer lab and showed them how to do it. That was the big 
turning point, because at first they did not like it, but after spending about three sessions in the computer lab, they now use 
it aggressively and they love it. I order a Little Penguin Handbook as a reference, and I discovered that not only were they using 
the handbook, but they were also using the online MLA Source Guide on the site to find answers to more complicated 
things. They would not have done it if I had not walked them through it. Being in the computer lab and working hands-on 
allowed them to get comfortable with using it. 
 
My students like using MyLiteratureLab because it is a central place where they can easily access everything they need for the 
class. They like having all their documents there—they expect that they can access it repeatedly. Students love having their 
text online. They are accustomed to reading that way, and it is quite exciting to them. Some students really appreciate being 
able to see their assignments a week or two out in advance, and as I get better, I will post assignments a month or two in 
advance so students can do long-term planning. 
 
Conclusion 

I have now been using MyLiteratureLab for three semesters. I do not want to teach without it. It makes my life easier!  
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An interview with 
Keming Liu 

Professor of English 
Medgar Evers College/CUNY 

Brooklyn, NY 

 

Course Information 
I use MyLiteratureLab in the three-credit course ENGL 211 – Introduction to Literature. I teach one to two sections a 
semester, either hybrid or fully online depending on demand. I use the eAnthology that comes with MyLiteratureLab. 
 
Course Objectives 
After completing this course, students will: 

• Analyze a range of literary genres and texts by authors of diverse cultures and periods; 

• Analyze literal and figurative language using appropriate terminology; 

• Analyze how the cultural, political, and economic contexts relate to the production of literature; 

• Make statements of fact and interpretation about literature and provide and evaluate evidence and reasoning for 
such statements; 

• Develop the ability to think critically, discuss, write about, and research literature; 

• Work effectively as a member of a learning community engaged in intellectual inquiry. 
 
Assessment 
Quiz/test: 25%; Low-Stakes Writing Assignments: 35%; High-Stakes Assignments: 40% 
All assignments are posted on MyLiteratureLab. I incorporate resources from MyLiteratureLab into every assignment. Each 
student has to complete online lectures, videos, and related materials built into each low- and high-stakes assignment so 
MyLiteratureLab is an integral part of all assignments. Without full participation in MyLiteratureLab activities, a student will 
not receive a passing grade. 
 
Implementation 
I chose to use MyLiteratureLab because it has rich online resources that encourage full participation in active reading and 
thinking. It is particularly useful for online courses whose students are adept at digital manipulation. I especially like the 
submission folder where I can click to insert resources to target specific areas in student writing.  
 
MyLiteratureLab is fully integrated into the Intro to Literature course I teach online and partially online. All assignments are 
given on the MyLiteratureLab site with prerequisite reviews of videos, lectures, and tests/quizzes.  
 
Benefits 
The instructor benefits of using MyLiteratureLab are that I spend less time designing course materials because 
MyLiteratureLab has so much to offer. For example, I can strategically assign readings that have rich resources in 
MyLiteratureLab including videos, contextual/background information, lectures, and quizzes/tests/exercises. I also like the 
“inserting case-in point” feature of paper submission that allows me to comment on student writing and offer online 
exercises before students revise their papers. 
 
The resources in MyLiteratureLab afford students rich contextual information and promote analytical and critical thinking. 
They encourage self reflection and assessment as well as sharpen students’ meta-cognitive skills and awareness. 
MyLiteratureLab forces students to take responsibility and control of their own learning. 
 
Conclusion 
I would like to share some advice and best practices with new instructor-users of MyLiteratureLab:  
1. Make sure that students are provided with a clear, step-by-step tutorial on registering for MyLiteratureLab. 
2. Prepare a checklist of To-Dos and “Be Awares.” 
3. Design your literature course based on MyLiteratureLab resources. 
4. Select readings that are supported by MyLiteratureLab lectures, videos, and quizzes/tests. 
5. Take the course as a student first and conduct a “road-test” to make sure that all instructional materials are in place and 

easy to access. 
6. Make sure that all assignments are “published” and listed on students’ task menu or calendar. 
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Pearson English—your digital 
partner in the classroom.

An extensive network of Faculty Advisors

The Pearson english MyLab Faculty Advisor Program is a peer-to-peer mentoring 

program that partners experienced english MyLab users with new and potential users

to further enhance their knowledge, skill, and understanding of  how to successfully 

integrate Pearson english MyLab products in the classroom. our Faculty Advisors are 

committed to advancing the support for online learning and sharing their best practices

with the Pearson english MyLab community. 

no other online english application allows instructors to tap into the insights and 

advice of  more than 100 colleagues across the country.

Unmatched training and support

Deciding to use one of  the Pearson english MyLab products is just the beginning. 

From the time of  decision through the start of  classes and throughout the term, 

Pearson offers constant help with training and support.

• Live, weekly online training sessions. View current schedules under the Tours 

& Training tab at www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs.

• “How-to” videos for instructors and students are also available under the Tours

& Training tab. 

• Local, on-campus training at select locations. Contact your Pearson 

representative for more information.

• Technical support all day, every day at http://247pearsoned.custhelp.com. 

enhanced student phone support is available during each term’s start-up period.

Continued instructor phone support is offered year-round.



www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs

“At the beginning of my course, I felt 

grammatically defeated, but at the end of 

my course, I felt assured of my writing skills.

MyWritingLab precisely diagnosed my writing

weaknesses during the initial diagnostic test.

I earned a 90% on my final diagnostic test,

which was evidence of my improvement.”

—Jessica

Student at Lindenwood University




